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Preface

This report provides a summary of my PhD dissertation titled ”Trust in Governmental

Institutions: How Government Performance Matters” written at the Department of

Political Science, Aarhus University. The dissertation consists of this summary report

and three individual research papers. The three papers, which are either accepted

for publication or prepared for publication in international peer-reviewed journals, are

displayed in the table below.

The aim of this summary report is to provide an overall research question and theo-

retical framework that ties the three papers together. In addition, the summary report

gives an overview of the main methodological approach, discuss the broader results

and contributions which cuts across papers and aims to provide avenues for important

future research.

Table 1. Overview of papers in the dissertation

Paper

A. How Impressions of Public Employees’ Warmth and Competence Influence

Trust in Government. Published in International Public Management Journal.

B. Can Warm Behavior Mitigate the Negative Effect of Unfavorable

Governmental Decisions on Citizens’ Trust? Published in

Journal of Experimental Political Science.

C. How the Brexit-negotiations Shaped Political Trust.Unpublished manuscript.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In every kind of relationship we can think of, say for instance with friends or partners,

we can intuitively agree that trust is essential for a good relationship. Trust makes

individuals rely on the other part, and we assume that people keep their commitments

without having to invest in controlling or monitoring the other part (Fukuyama 1995).

In the same way, trust is vital for the relationship between citizens and governmen-

tal actors and institutions. Citizens are engaged in a relationship with governmental

institutions because democracy requires a certain amount of delegation of authority

from citizens to government. Citizens elect politicians to formulate policies in their in-

terests, and in turn, the public administration and civil servants implement or regulate

policies formulated on the political level (Strøm 2000). Given this chain of delegation

with citizens as the ultimate principals, the legitimacy of governmental decisions and

successful governance fundamentally relies on citizens having positive trust judgments

about those who govern (Almond and Verba 1963; Dalton 2004; OECD 2019). That

is lack of trust in government compromises citizens’ willingness to comply with the

regulations and respond effectively to the public policies that have to succeed to secure

good governance (Scholz and Lubell 1998; Marien and Hooghe 2011). Trust even has

a significant impact on our daily lives as the delivery of public services runs more ef-

fectively and with less friction when citizens enter encounters with public organizations

and employees with a positive trust attitude towards government (Cooper, Knotts, and

Brennan 2008).

While trust promotes good governance, proper functioning of the chain of delega-

tion entails some measure of mistrust or skepticism in cases of ineffective government

performance as it drives accountability by motivating change towards good governance

(Rosanvallon 2008; Norris 2011; Zmerli and Van der Meer 2017). To illustrate that trust

is a double-edged sword, effective governance of the pandemic of coronavirus disease
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2019 demanded relationships between political leaders and citizens essentially charac-

terized by trust. Higher levels of citizen trust in public institutions are a key contributor

to public compliance with the health policies and tight restrictions that governments

all over the world have enforced in response to the pandemic (Weinberg 2020; Olsen

and Hjorth 2020; Van Bavel et al. 2020; Nielsen and Lindvall 2021). Yet, “too much

trust may lead citizens to (naively) believe that government is effectively managing the

pandemic when it is not” (Devine et al. 2020b, 4; emphasis in original). Put simply,

trust has to be earned. This dissertation takes its point of departure in this notion and

aims to advance our overall understanding of how the actions of government and the

public sector influence citizens’ trust judgments about governmental institutions.

As a result of the implications for the quality of representative democracy, scholars

have paid attention to explanations of higher levels of trust for decades (Miller 1974;

Citrin 1974; Mishler and Rose 1997; Levi and Stoker 2000; Van Ryzin 2011; Newton,

Stolle, and Zmerli 2018). Although many factors are considered, the notion that trust

in government should be earned and thus varies as a function of citizens’ broader per-

formance evaluations features well with the current literature.

In recent reviews of the literature on trust, the performance of government and the

public sector (or whether public institutions and actors meet expected goals) is identi-

fied as one of the most studied and promising explanations for changes in trust (Zmerli

and Van der Meer 2017; Citrin and Stoker 2018). While scholars have consistently

identified and examined how performance is positively correlated with citizen trust in

government, the main focus has been on perceptions of or the quality of government

outputs and outcomes (e.g., Vigoda-Gadot and Yuval 2003; Kumlin 2004; Christensen

and Laegreid 2005; Vigoda-Gadot 2007; Van Ryzin 2007, 2011). Indeed, public sec-

tor modernization reforms have focused extensively on tangible outcomes as the way

to overcome problems with distrustful citizens (Moynihan 2008; Van de Walle 2016).

Moreover, it is often aggregated or very general accounts of performance that are stud-

ied. For instance, research has examined how trust is influenced by macroeconomic

outcomes such as the unemployment rate (e.g., Van Erkel and Van der Meer 2016) or

the impact of general perceptions of public service quality (e.g., Van Ryzin 2015).

However, citizens might not have accurate information about government output

and outcomes (e.g., accurate information about the unemployment rate). Even if cit-

izens have access to performance information, the link to trust in government is not

straightforward due to psychological biases in the interpretation of such information

(Yang and Holzer 2006; Hvidman and Andersen 2016; Bækgaard and Serritzlew 2016;

Boswell 2018).
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Although the causal link between government performance and trust has been ques-

tioned (Van de Walle and Bouckaert 2003), this dissertation suggests that the performance-

trust link might be clearer if we, to a larger extent, recognize alternative ways for citizens

to evaluate the actions of government besides rating performance based on (aggregated

and overall perceptions of) outputs and outcomes. This is particularly the case if we

consider that citizens also have more or less direct experiences with both bureaucrats

and politicians which may shape performance perceptions and subsequently influence

trust judgments (Berg and Johansson 2020). Consequently, this dissertation argues

that extant literature has an narrow understanding of performance, fails to take other

dimensions of performance into account, and hence is likely to underestimate the im-

pact of performance on trust.

Even though such other understandings of and approaches to how performance is

linked to trust are not completely ignored in the current literature, they have received

far less scholarly attention. This dissertation aims to contribute to broadening the

rather narrow understanding of how the performance of government and the public

sector influences citizen trust in government, and fundamentally argues that the ef-

fects are likely to be more wide ranging than current studies have established. More

specifically, I seek to demonstrate that citizens’ trust judgments about government are

influenced by how citizens evaluate performance in two situations that have received

little attention in the current literature: specific citizen-state interactions and the polit-

ical decision-making process. Overall, this dissertation aims to show that citizens’ trust

in government is influenced by performance experienced in what I label “the domain

of bureaucracy” (i.e., citizen-state interactions) and “the domain of politics” (i.e., the

political decision-making process).

First, in the domain of bureaucracy, citizens frequently interact with public street-

level bureaucrats such as teachers, nurses, police officers, or municipal workers in the

delivery of public services (Lipsky 1980). As mentioned earlier, trust is important in

such encounters because it can give street-level bureaucrats room for the bureaucratic

discretion and flexibility needed to make decisions and deliver services important to

citizens (Carpenter 2001; Lee and Van Ryzin 2020). Yet, these citizen-state encounters

are arguably an important source of performance perceptions that subsequently might

have an effect on broader trust judgments. If the perceived quality of public services in-

deed influences citizen trust, we should expect that citizens’ experiences of bureaucratic

behavior in specific citizen-state interactions is an important factor. In the words of

Berg and Johansson, “the service experience builds trust through the relational service

interaction,” which is “in contrast to the rational judgment of service performance via
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performance information” (Berg and Johansson 2020, 292; see also Bouckaert and Van

de Walle 2003).

In the first part of the dissertation, I build on this idea to conduct rigorous empirical

investigations into how specific bureaucratic encounters form citizen trust in govern-

mental institutions. I label this kind of performance ”street-level performance”, as it in-

dicates how citizens perceive the performance of street-level bureaucrats. I put forward

and test the argument that public employees’ performance in encounters with citizens

not only influences citizens’ trust in that particular public employee but also broader

trust in both administrative and political institutions of government. This underlines

how citizens’ everyday encounters with street-level bureaucrats have the potential to

impact general trust judgments because the interaction gives a concrete picture of how

government as a whole is functioning. That is, trust evaluations can extend beyond the

people directly responsible. Yet, before these interactions can influence citizen trust,

we need to know how citizens assess and judge bureaucrats (de Boer 2020). Hence, as

explained in more detail in Chapter 2, the dissertation draws on insights from social

psychology about how people generally form impressions upon encountering others to

make this contribution (e.g., Wojciszke, Bazinska, and Jaworski 1998; Fiske et al. 2002;

Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007).

Second, in the domain of politics, current studies leave out an important aspect of

how citizens might evaluate the performance of politicians. An inherent and fully legit-

imate part of a politician’s job description is to provide citizens with favorable decisions

and outcomes that fit the policy preferences of the electorate (Popkin 1991; Allen and

Birch 2015). While citizens might very well base their trust on evaluations of policy

outcomes and outputs – such as the national economy – these outcomes are, at least

partly, a result of a political decision-making process. In a democratic society, it is

fully legitimate and in fact expected that politicians engage in political discussions and

interact with each other when deciding which decisions and policies to make, resulting

in policy outputs and outcomes. On the other hand, citizens also expect progress in

the decision-making process. Thus, citizens, I argue, will punish politicians with lower

trust if they do not get closer to a final decision. Building on insights from procedural

fairness studies (Tyler 1990; Van Ryzin 2011; Bøggild 2016), this dissertation argues

that citizens evaluate the performance and behavior of politicians when they make po-

litical decisions. In this part of the dissertation, I test whether citizens change their

trust in government – in particular their trust in political institutions - according to

whether the process reflects that politicians work towards outcomes.

In sum, this dissertation’s overall purpose is to advance our understanding of how
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the performance of politicians and bureaucrats influences citizen trust in government.

Therefore, it aims to shed light on the following overall research question: How do

citizen-state interactions and the political decision-making process influence citizens’

trust in governmental institutions?

These two explanations both originate from the central view in the literature that

different aspects of government performance influence citizen trust in governmental

institutions. Taken together, they show the importance of examining the behavior of

both bureaucrats and politicians if we want to understand how citizens make trust

judgments about government. The ambition of this dissertation is, thus, not to test the

explanations against each other but to show how they both, in their own sense, have

independent explanatory power of citizens’ trust in governmental institutions.

1.1 Overview of papers and structure of the disser-

tation

In addition to this summary report, the dissertation consists of three individual research

papers. While each individual paper contributes on its own to certain parts of the

literature, I believe that this dissertation – by presenting evidence across papers –

contributes to connecting the findings and answers the overall research question. Thus,

each of the papers provides key insights into the overarching research question guiding

this dissertation. Taken together, the papers advance our understanding of how the

behavior of bureaucrats and politicians influences citizen trust in government.

Figure 1 provides a summary of the dissertation’s overall argument and places the

individual research papers in relation to each other. As Figure 1 shows, the argument of

the dissertation can be divided into two parts: “the domain of bureaucracy” and “the

domain of politics.” The two domains are separated by a dotted line to indicate that I

test them discretely. At the same time, they are connected in the sense that they both

relate to citizen trust in government. In sum, the figure neatly illustrates the argument

of this dissertation: that we cannot fully understand citizen trust in government if we

do not consider both how citizens experience the bureaucracy and how they perceive

the behavior of politicians. This is not to say that the model presented here accounts

for all possible explanations of trust in government, but rather to state that horizontal

trust between citizens and government is created by both bureaucracy and politics.

Papers A and B collectively examine the influence of bureaucratic behavior in citizen-

state interactions. They are both concerned with how citizens’ assessments of bureau-

crats’ performance in such interactions subsequently influence trust judgments. The-
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oretically, they both do so by drawing on insights from the psychology of impression

formation (Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007). This literature demonstrates that citizens

assess bureaucrats’ performance on two fundamental dimensions: warmth and com-

petence. Thus, as explained in more detail in Chapter 2, these two dimensions are

important factors of street-level performance. In particular, Paper A examines how

traits related to bureaucrats’ competence and warmth, respectively, influence trust in

both political and administrative institutions of government.

However, warmth-related traits - such as friendliness - might be more important

for trust judgments depending on the context. An important contextual factor is the

outcome of the interaction with the public sector. Often, these interactions end with

a decision made by the bureaucrat that has implications for the citizen. Even though

citizens might accept governmental decisions based on whether they maximize policy

preferences, scholars have emphasized the social context and how people are concerned

with other factors than the outcome favorability (Hibbing and Alford 2004). There-

fore, Paper B tests the argument that warm behavior by bureaucrats can mitigate the

negative effect of outcome favorability on citizen trust.

Another broader contextual factor is the kind of public service delivery under discus-

sion. Even though this is not a factor about which I directly theorize in either Paper A

or Paper B, the two papers test whether the influence of warmth-related traits is gen-

eralizable across different kinds of services. In addition, Paper A addresses the cultural

context and examines the influence of street-level performance in both a Danish and

US context.

Paper C highlights the political side of the model and investigates whether citizen

trust is affected by how politicians perform when making decisions with important

implications for citizens. Empirically, Paper C tells the story of how political events

in the Brexit negotiation process influenced trust in Parliament and satisfaction with

democracy in Great Britain. It suggests that how politicians behave in such a decision-

making process has an impact on citizens’ trust judgments. I will argue that this finding

tells us something broader about the influence of the political process on citizen trust.

Finally, the papers focus on different objects of trust. That is, the papers do not all

consider trust in government broadly or measure trust in a broad range of governmental

institutions. In particular, Paper A emphasizes trust in civil servants and administra-

tive institutions but goes on to investigate whether it spills over to trust in political

institutions. Paper B examines trust in bureaucrats and the local government (the mu-

nicipality), while Paper C focuses on trust in politicians and general satisfaction with

democracy.
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Figure 1. Structure of the dissertation’s papers

The rest of this summary report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I present the

theoretical framework used to investigate the overall research question. The chapter

starts by defining the core concepts of trust in government and performance followed by

a more detailed description of how citizen-state interactions and the political decision-

making process, respectively, are expected to influence citizens’ trust in government.

This includes a more detailed introduction to the psychological concepts of warmth

and competence, which play a central role in the dissertation’s argument. Chapter

3 provides an overview of the overall empirical strategy including considerations on

research designs and data. The dissertation relies on data from both online survey

experiments and large-N representative surveys over time. The dissertation also uses

data from different country contexts, and in some instances, I can compare the results

of surveys conducted in Denmark and the US. The main findings of the dissertation

are presented in Chapter 4. The chapter contains important findings from the three

research papers as well as evidence about trust measurements that were not included

in the dissertation’s papers. Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation by discussing the

contributions, implications, and limitations of my research project. Furthermore, ideas

for future research are presented and discussed.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

This chapter presents the dissertation’s overall theoretical framework. It aims to give a

general understanding of the current state of the literature and lay the groundwork for

my contribution to it. Theoretically, the dissertation contributes with a better under-

standing of how the performance of both bureaucrats and politicians influence citizens’

trust in government. As laid out in the introduction, the dissertation distinguishes be-

tween how street-level performance in citizen-state interactions can influence citizens’

trust and whether the performance of politicians in the decision-making process is cru-

cial for citizens’ trust levels. Both parts build on trust being strongly linked to the

performance of government actors and institutions. Before I present these theoretical

arguments in more detail, I start the chapter by conceptualizing government perfor-

mance and trust in government. Then I build on this conceptualization to develop my

arguments about how the domains of bureaucracy and politics, respectively, are con-

nected to citizens’ trust. To do so, I draw on insights from social psychology to develop

an argument that citizens’ overall trust in government is influenced by perceptions of

the warmth and competence of the bureaucrats they encounter. On the political side of

the model, I discuss how citizens are also obsessed with how politicians perform while

making decisions (i.e., in the decision-making process) and not only care about final

outcomes when evaluating their trust in government.
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2.1 Definition of trust in government

Definition of trust. Trust in government is an ambiguous and contested concept,

and even though a common definition has been attempted in the literature, the field is

plagued by a wide variation of definitions (Zmerli and Hooghe 2011; Van der Meer 2010;

Hetherington 2005; Schoorman, Wood, and Breuer 2015). Some scholars argue that this

lack of consensus is based on a heavy dependency on standard survey items which are

used “without [...] even wondering what [political] trust actually refers to” (Hooghe

2011, 270). However, this is not only a conceptual problem tied to studies on trust

in government but also to the conceptual literature on trust as such (PytlikZillig and

Kimbrough 2016). In this dissertation, I draw on insights from psychological literature

to get a conceptual understanding of trust in government.1

Building on reviews of the trust literature, there is wide consensus that trust, at its

core, is a relational concept (e.g., Rousseau et al. 1998; Lewicki, Tomlinson, and Gille-

spie 2006; Fulmer and Gelfand 2012; Schoorman, Wood, and Breuer 2015; PytlikZillig

and Kimbrough 2016). This means that a trustor (e.g., a citizen) trusts a trustee (e.g.,

government). When we talk about trust in government, it reflects a vertical relationship

between citizens (the one who trusts) and government (the one who is trusted) rather

than a horizontal relationship as in the case of social trust. Trust implies interdepen-

dence and risk (Grimmelikhuijsen and Knies 2017); otherwise trust is not relevant in a

relationship. Concerning interdependence, citizens want government to solve problems

and thus depend on government to carry out policies, and at the same time, citizens

have to comply with government policies and regulations if they are to have effect and

solve citizens’ problems (Grimmelikhuijsen and Knies 2017). The relationship between

citizens and government yields a risk since government hold power over citizens, which

potentially may be abused. Trust then becomes ”the trustor’s willingness to accept

that potential” (Hamm, Smidt, and Mayer 2019, 2).

I use a general definition of trust that builds on the psychological definition by Mayer

et al. (1995). Specifically, trust in this dissertation is defined as the willingness to be

vulnerable in a relationship (Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman 1995; Schoorman, Wood,

and Breuer 2015). This definition makes the central contribution that it distinguishes

1. Theoretically, some scholars argue that we cannot talk about having trust in government
since citizens do not have enough information about governmental institutions to evaluate
whether they should be trusted or not (Hardin 2000; Zmerli and Hooghe 2011). Rather,
citizens can have confidence in institutions (Hardin 2000, 2013; Schnaudt 2019), and trust in
government is at best “a very thin form of trust” (Zmerli and Hooghe 2011, 3). Despite this
debate, I follow current studies which consistently use the label “trust” and consider it to be
synonymous with “confidence” (Citrin and Stoker 2018).
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trust from its antecedents and at the same time considers trust to be a psychological

state rather than an action.

From a political science perspective, another often-cited and prominent definition

builds on Hardin’s “A trusts B to do X” (Hardin 2000). This definition also emphasizes

trust as a relational construct and conceptualizes trust as a subjective evaluation of

the relationship between citizens and government; often an evaluation of government

based on expectations for performance (e.g., Miller 1974; Keele 2007; Hetherington

and Rudolph 2008; Van der Meer 2010, 2017). This is a very rational perspective

where trust simply reflects perceptions of government’s trustworthiness. However, in

the case of this dissertation, I am examining a broader relationship. The understanding

of trust is broader since I am interested not only in whether citizens have trust in the

governmental institutions directly responsible for a given task but also whether the han-

dling of that task has further implications for trust in other governmental institutions.

Moreover, this type of definition might be problematic in the sense that it does not

clearly distinguish trust from specific drivers (Hamm, Smidt, and Mayer 2019). That

is, even though they are tightly connected, “perceived trustworthiness is not trust per

se” (Grimmelikhuijsen and Knies 2017, 586). For instance, if trust in its definition

presupposes the existence of positive expectations for performance, trust itself is not

distinguished from the factors that drive trust. Such a definition of trust would exclude

that trust can be influenced by individuals’ predispositions since the evaluation of gov-

ernment performance as the explanation for trust is a part of the trust concept itself

(for a discussion, see Schoorman, Wood, and Breuer 2015).

This model of trust is further substantiated by the argument that trust has three dif-

ferent subfactors or dimensions: cognitive, affective, and behavioral-intentional (Lewicki,

Tomlinson, and Gillespie 2006). As this dissertation focuses on how government per-

formance affects trust through cognitive judgments of trustworthiness, I have primarily

emphasized the cognitive or rational side of trust throughout the dissertation’s articles.

Finally, it is important to note that in the model, I do not distinguish conceptually

between trust and distrust even though they have different implications (e.g., Cook and

Gronke 2005; Van de Walle and Six 2014; Bertsou 2019). This is because I have focused

on how to increase trust in my studies. Thus, one should remember that low levels on

the trust measures in my results are not (necessarily) indicative of distrust as such.

Definition of government. However, with the definition of trust in place, what

constitutes government? This is central since government can refer to many different

institutions and actors (Bovens and Wille 2011). Even though political support and
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trust in government are two different concepts, Easton’s distinction between specific

and diffuse political support (Easton 1965, 1975) is a good starting point for our dis-

cussion. Specific support refers to support of current authorities, while diffuse support

refers to a more fundamental support of the regime and democratic principles. In the

literature on trust in government, it is not clear whether trust refers to diffuse support

(Marien and Hooghe 2011; Jennings et al. 2017) or whether it fits between the two

categories (Citrin and Stoker 2018). Norris (2011) made an important contribution by

establishing a continuum between the two types of support, ranging from democratic

values as the most diffuse to individual actors as the most specific (Norris 2011).

In this dissertation, I follow this idea and consider trust in government to be directed

towards certain institutions or objects, which Norris (2011) labels “regime institutions.”

Thus, I do not consider very abstract objects such as democratic principles or the po-

litical community, and I also exclude individual actors. Therefore, I am particularly

interested in governmental institutions per se (e.g., parliament or the public adminis-

tration). Many studies in the field are, in fact, concerned with this kind of trust in

government, and with it, I am on par with the current literature.

Following my main interest in trust in governmental institutions per se, a key point

in this project is that these institutions can be analytically split in two categories:

political and administrative institutions (Bouckaert 2012). Extant literature argues

for theoretically distinguishing between “representative” and “regulative” institutions

(Schnaudt 2019). The former refers to the institutions working with politics and the

development of public policies and generally includes institutions such as parliament,

government, political parties, and politicians. The latter refers to institutions working

with the implementation of these policies and includes the civil service, civil servants,

and the police.

An important theoretical underpinning is the different roles institutions play in citi-

zens’ everyday life. Regulative institutions are much closer in proximity to citizens than

representative institutions. Citizens have more direct contact and interact more with

regulative institutions (e.g., the police), while citizens usually do not interact with, for

instance, politicians. This can have further implications for how citizens evaluate differ-

ent governmental institutions. Trust in regulative institutions might be based on much

more direct experiences, while trust in representative institutions might be based on

second-hand information from, for example, the media (Nye, Zelikow, and King 1997).2

In this dissertation, I chose the labels “political” (representative) and “adminis-

2. Other reasons include varying purpose or function and varying expectations from citizens
(Schnaudt 2019, 42-46).
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trative” (regulative) to emphasize that they mark a distinction between politics and

administration. However, the institutions included in the two categories are identical

to the current literature that employs other labels.

To summarize, trust in government is a relational and psychological concept con-

cerning the willingness to be vulnerable to political and administrative institutions and

actors (building on the definitions of Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman 1995; Weinberg

2020).

2.2 Core explanations of trust in government

In my understanding of trust, there are two central explanations (Mayer, Davis, and

Schoorman 1995).3 First, a psychological explanation is that trust is influenced by

a general, non-political, and stable predisposition to trust (also sometimes labeled

“propensity to trust”), where you either trust or you do not (Rotter 1967). For in-

stance, according to Uslaner (1998), trust is driven by personality traits like optimism

or pessimism. In the sociological tradition, scholars also emphasize cultural values and

early socialization as the most important driver of trust (e.g., Putnam 1995, 2000;

Inglehart 1997; Inglehart and Baker 2000; Brehm and Rahn 1997; Keele 2007).

Second, the trustworthiness of government is a predictor of trust judgments towards

government. This is generally acknowledged to be a multidimensional evaluation of

government’s ability, benevolence, and integrity (McAllister 1995; Rousseau et al. 1998;

Grimmelikhuijsen and Meijer 2014). Ability relates to the technical skills and capa-

bilities of the trustee to accomplish a task of interest. Benevolence concerns whether

the trustee genuinely cares about the trustor’s interests and well-being (e.g., Levi and

Stoker 2000). Finally, integrity refers to “the trustee follow[ing] a set of internalized

values the trustor finds acceptable” (Hamm, Smidt, and Mayer 2019, 2). This approach

to trust explanations is much more rational and depends on how citizens subjectively

perceive the relationship they have with government without considering their personal

characteristics (see Hardin 2000). Such evaluations of government’s trustworthiness are

generally argued to be strongly affected by prior government performance (e.g., Huseby

2000; Van der Meer 2010, 2017; Weinberg 2020). Figure 2 provides an overview of these

core explanations of trust in government.

Such rational performance explanations that influence trust through perceptions of

trustworthiness are the core starting point for my dissertation. In the next section,

3. Alternative explanations also exist in the literature, for instance theoretical explanations
of trust with a background in cognitive psychology, which emphasize heuristic shortcuts (e.g.,
Thaler and Sunstein 2008).
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I define what is meant by the term “government performance” before I give a short

review of prior research on the performance-trust link.

Figure 2. Overview of common trust explanations

Predispositions/

propensity to trust

Government

performance

Trust in

government
Ability

Integrity

Benevolence

Note: The figure is based on Mayer et al. (1995), Hamm et al. (Hamm, Smidt, and Mayer
2019), and Weinberg (2020).
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2.3 Existing performance explanations of trust in

government

Current understandings of performance. Although there are several explana-

tory factors in relation to trust in government, one - if not the - most important driver,

broadly speaking, seems to be government performance. As explained earlier, this dis-

sertation takes its starting point in such general performance explanations of trust.

However, what constitutes government performance in this dissertation, and how does

it relate to the understanding of performance otherwise used in the literature?

Performance in a public setting is a debated concept in the literature. At its core,

performance is a question of whether main objectives and goals are achieved (Ander-

sen, Boesen, and Pedersen 2016; Hvidman 2019). Another important feature about

performance is that different stakeholders can decide what constitutes good perfor-

mance (Andersen, Boesen, and Pedersen 2016). For instance, in a public school setting,

stakeholders such as teachers and parents might take into account dimensions of per-

formance that are not captured by administrative measures (Favero and Meier 2013).

Thus, performance is generally considered a complex and multidimensional concept as

the public sector has many multiple and conflicting goals to accomplish (e.g., Boyne

2002, 2003; Chun and Rainey 2005; Andrews, Boyne, and Walker 2011; Andersen, Boe-

sen, and Pedersen 2016).

In a prominent definition, Boyne (2002) conceptualizes performance with reference

to multiple dimensions in terms of outputs, outcomes, responsiveness, and efficiency.

Scholars, however, also emphasize process as a performance factor (often mentioned

in contrast to outcomes) (Selden and Sowa 2004; Van Ryzin 2011; James 2011). The

current understanding of performance in the literature on trust in government follow

this multidimensional understanding, but mainly considers the dimensions of outputs,

outcomes, and process. In this dissertation, I also employ a wide definition of perfor-

mance, and agree that these are significant dimensions, but also argue that important

dimensions are missing in current performance-trust studies. In the next section, I

elaborate more on how existing studies have examined the relationship between govern-

ment performance and trust in government. Section 2.4 presents how this dissertation

extends our understanding of how performance can influence citizens’ trust.

Literature review of performance explanations. For decades, political scientists

have devoted attention to citizens’ general attitudes towards governmental institutions

- despite using different overlapping concepts (Levi and Stoker 2000; Citrin and Stoker
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2018). The primary aim of this section is to give a brief overview of the most prominent

findings in the - rather extensive - literature that connects government performance to

citizen trust in government. In this review, I have limited attention to studies that have

used the terms “trust in government” or “political trust.”4

At its core, the relationship between performance and trust builds on the intuitively

appealing argument that when government performs better, citizens get more satisfied,

which consequently generates greater trust in government (Van de Walle and Bouck-

aert 2003). Theoretically, as explained earlier, government performance is expected to

affect citizen trust through its influence on the trustworthiness of government (under-

stood as ability, integrity, and benevolence). For instance, if we think of government

performance as delivering macroeconomic outcomes, it is expected that this kind of

performance predicts citizen trust since a prospering economy is expected to affect cit-

izens’ perceptions of government’s ability.

According to Bouckaert et al. (2002), there are generally two ways to study the

performance-trust link. First, micro-performance theory refers to the quality or percep-

tion of government service delivery as the main driver of trust in government. Second,

macro-performance theory relates variations in trust to macroeconomic indicators such

as inflation or unemployment. This idea of producing outcomes to convince skeptical

citizens (Van de Walle 2018) parallels the ideas from recent performance management

movements that explicitly emphasize that decisions should be based on performance

information and oriented towards creating results (i.e., outcomes and outputs) (Behn

2003; Moynihan 2008; Van de Walle and Van Dooren 2008; Van de Walle and Roberts

2008). Publishing performance information should, thus, enable citizens to hold gov-

ernment accountable for results and consequently pressure government to improve per-

formance. This outcome-orientation is believed to be very important to citizens and to

create more trust in government.

The table below provides a summary of important examples from the literature of

how performance is related to citizen trust. It is structured along themes that reflect

the particular aspects of performance that have been studied, particularly outputs, out-

comes, and - although to a lesser extent - process performance.

As the extensive list of examples under the header Economic performance in Ta-

ble 2 shows, the most studied type of performance is the state of the national economy.

From the related literature on economic voting, we know that voters punish and reward

politicians based on economic performance (and partisanship) (e.g., Nannestad and

4. This literature review builds on the review presented in my master’s thesis (Hansen
2019).
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Paldam 1994; Lewis-Beck and Paldam 2000; Tilley and Hobolt 2011; Bisgaard 2015;

Vinæs et al. 2019). However, the literature on trust goes deeper than the accountability

mechanism linking economic performance to vote choice and emphasizes a broader set

of governmental institutions rather than only citizens’ attitudes towards the incumbent.

In relation to this, most studies in broader political science relate government per-

formance to trust in government by examining macroeconomic outputs and outcomes

(e.g., Keele 2007; Van der Meer and Hakhverdian 2017). As Tom Van der Meer in a

recent review of the literature argues: “That political trust tends to go hand in hand

with subjective evaluations of the economy is by now almost a truism” (Van der Meer

2018). However, the same trend is not found in studies examining objective indicators

of macroeconomic performance such as GDP or unemployment rates. It is suggested

that the decisive factor is whether scholars use cross-sectional or longitudinal designs

since citizens appear to make historical rather than social comparisons (e.g., Oskars-

son 2010; Van Erkel and Van der Meer 2016). The effect of performance is even more

complex and dynamic as citizens base their trust on the aspect of performance they

find most important at a given point in time (Hetherington and Rudolph 2008, 2015).

Furthermore, the authors find evidence for a negativity bias in the sense that trust

declines more during recessions compared to the increase in trust in times of economic

prosperity (Hetherington and Rudolph 2008).

People also tend to adjust their trust in government according to how they perceive

political performance and in particular the performance of the incumbent govern-

ment. Indeed, this is heavily driven by polarization (especially in the United States)

(Pew 2017), but there are also indications that trust in government in general is affected

by dissatisfaction with politics (Miller 1974; Hibbing and Theiss-Morse 2002; Citrin and

Stoker 2018).

In the field of public administration, studies have, to a larger extent, emphasized

trust directed towards administrative institutions, while political science literature has

mainly focused on political institutions of government. One part of this of line research

- often with a background in New Public Management (NPM) - suggests that providing

citizens with performance information (especially about results) is key to securing

higher trust in government (Van de Walle and Roberts 2008; Van Dooren, Bouckaert,

and Halligan 2015; Van de Walle 2016). The argument is that citizens need such infor-

mation about the outcomes and outputs of public service delivery to make an informed

decision about their level of trust. Thus, appropriate measurement and communication

of performance (e.g., through transparency) is key to the performance-trust link (Yang

and Holzer 2006). However, this direct link is questioned in the literature since citizens
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tend to be biased in their interpretation of performance information (Van de Walle

and Bouckaert 2003; Bækgaard and Serritzlew 2016; Olsen 2015; James and Van Ryzin

2017).
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Table 2. Overview of ways performance affects citizen trust

Examples in the literature

Outputs/outcomes

Economic performance

Subjective evaluations of national economic performance tend to affect
trust in government at the aggregate level (e.g., Keele 2007; Chanley,
Rudolph, and Rahn 2000; Bovens and Wille 2008) and at the individual
level (e.g., Citrin and Green 1986; Lawrence 1997; Elinas and Lamprianou
2014), including outside the US and Western Europe (e.g., Park 2017;
Mishler and Rose 1997). Objective macroeconomic performance indicators
do not consistently lead to higher trust among citizens. On one hand,
factors such as economic inequality (Anderson and Singer 2008), unem-
ployment rate (Van Erkel and Van der Meer 2016), GDP (Marien 2011),
and inflation (Anderson 2009) are found to have a significantly positive
effect. On the other hand, the same types of objective outcomes are found
to have no effect in other studies (e.g., Dalton 2004; Rahn and Rudolph
2005; Van der Meer and Hakhverdian 2017).

Political performance
Citizens’ trust tends to be subject to the performance of the president and
political performance in general (e.g., Citrin 1974; Citrin and Green 1986;
Miller and Listhaug 1999).

Performance information

In general, better measurement of and knowledge about performance are
expected to make citizens able to base their trust on performance (Yang
and Holzer 2006). Citizens can, for instance, gain knowledge about perfor-
mance through transparency, which is an inherent idea in the NPM doc-
trine (Grimmelikhuijsen and Meijer 2014; Grimmelikhuijsen 2012; Pollitt
and Bouckaert 2004; Hood 1991).

Satisfactory pub-
lic service qual-
ity/organizational
effectiveness

Citizens have more trust in government when public organizations deliver
services effectively (e.g., Kim 2010; Christensen and Laegreid 2005; Kum-
lin 2004; Berg and Johansson 2020). Satisfaction with public service plays
an important role in mediating the effect of performance on trust in gov-
ernment (Van Ryzin 2013; Morgeson 2013; Morgeson, VanAmburg, and
Mithas 2011; Van Ryzin 2007; Morgeson and Petrescu 2011; Vigoda-Gadot
2007; Vigoda-Gadot and Yuval 2003). Some studies point in another di-
rection of a negative attitude toward public organizations per se (Hvidman
and Andersen 2016; Marvel 2016), although it might only be evident among
a subpopulation (Hvidman 2019)

Process

Procedural fairness and probity

Procedures such as impartiality, honesty, and respect are found to deter-
mine trust (Tyler 1990; Hibbing and Theiss-Morse 2002; Van Ryzin 2011;
Magalhães and Aguiar-Conraria 2019; Magalhães 2016; Linde 2012). Fur-
thermore, some evidence points in the direction of an effect of scandals
(and media coverage thereof) on trust (Chanley, Rudolph, and Rahn 2000;
Orren 1997; Pharr 2000).

Corruption
Corruption is argued to be an important source of low trust (Uslaner 2002,
2008). It is found to negatively affect trust, for instance, in civil servants
(Anderson and Tverdova 2003) and in parliament (Van der Meer 2010).

Note. This overview builds partly on the overview of explanations presented in Hansen (2019).
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Another related line of research in public administration has studied the impact of

citizens’ satisfaction with or perceived quality of public service

delivery on citizen trust. In general, the perceived performance of public service de-

livery seems to be positively correlated with citizen trust (Vigoda-Gadot and Yuval

2003; Kumlin 2004; Christensen and Laegreid 2005; Van Ryzin 2007, 2011). A promi-

nent example is Van Ryzin (2007) who links different findings from his research into

a conceptual model that, in the following causal order, link managerial strategy, ob-

jective performance, subjective perceptions of performance, satisfaction, and trust (see

also Vigoda-Gadot and Yuval 2003). Another important contribution to this literature

is the work on the expectancy disconfirmation model (e.g., Van Ryzin 2013; Morge-

son 2013) where satisfaction with public sector performance is a product of perceived

performance and prior expectations. These studies go a step further and add trust in

government to the model as the ultimate outcome of interest, thus arguing that satisfac-

tion with public service delivery mediates the effect of performance on trust (Morgeson

and Petrescu 2011). Again, these studies mainly emphasize performance in terms of

the outcomes of public services.

Evidence also points in the direction that citizens factor more than outcomes into

their evaluation of trust in government. Citizens also base their trust on evaluations

of the actions of governmental institutions against criteria of fairness/justice in the

process (e.g., Tyler 1990; Bøggild 2016). Along these lines, probity in the form of

government scandals in some instances elicit lower trust in government among citi-

zens (Chanley, Rudolph, and Rahn 2000). Such aspects of administrative process are

also identified in the public administration literature as key to building trust in gov-

ernmental institutions and employees (e.g., Kim 2005; Van Ryzin 2011). Studies, for

instance, demonstrate the conditions under which citizen participation and deliberation

enhance trust attitudes (e.g., Wang and Wan Wart 2007; Vigoda-Gadot and Mizrahi

2008; Nielsen 2016). Moreover, feelings of a corrupt government lead to lower trust, as

corruption only benefit the few at the expense of the rest of the population (Uslaner

2002, 2008).
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2.4 Unresolved issues regarding the performance-

trust link

The review above highlights the important contributions and insights into how different

dimensions of performance have been argued to influence citizens’ trust in government.

The purpose of this section is, therefore, to elaborate how this dissertation expands

the current model in linking government performance to citizens’ trust. In my view,

current literature pays limited attention to two important issues regarding government

performance that need to be scrutinized further. My argument concerns the influence

of government performance on citizens’ trust in government but distinguishes between

performance in two domains of government: the domain of bureaucracy and the domain

of politics.

First, the influence of specific citizen-state interactions on citizen trust have received

surprisingly little attention; in particular, whether the impressions citizens form of pub-

lic employees in such direct interactions have more general effects on how they judge

their trust in broader governmental institutions. This is what I label street-level per-

formance in citizen-state interactions, which takes place in the domain of bureaucracy.

Second, it is unclear whether citizens evaluate their trust in government based on how

politicians perform in the political decision-making process. The most prominent view

on process performance has been to examine whether the process is perceived as fair by

citizens (e.g., Tyler 1990; Van Ryzin 2011). However, I argue that it is also important

for citizens’ trust judgments whether the political decision-making process reflects that

politicians make progress towards outcomes that matter to citizens or on issues where

politicians have made a political promise. I label this part the political decision-making

process in the domain of politics. Both issues are addressed separately in the next

sections.

2.4.1 Street-level performance in citizen-state interactions

The importance of citizen-state interactions and street-level bureaucrats has a long tra-

dition in political science and public administration dating back to Lipsky’s (1980) in-

fluential book Street-level Bureaucracy. In this line of research, street-level bureaucrats

are defined as employees who interact with citizens and have substantial discretion in

their work (Lipsky 1980). For instance, Lipsky argued that street-level bureaucrats use

different coping mechanisms in interactions with citizens to manage pressure from lim-

ited resources and an infinite demand of services. Accordingly, research on street-level
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bureaucracy has mainly examined bureaucrats’ assessments of citizens (e.g., Maynard-

Moody and Musheno 2003; Yang 2005; Tummers et al. 2015; Raaphorst, Groeneveld,

and Van de Walle 2018). However, less attention has been paid to how citizens judge

bureaucrats in citizen-state interactions (de Boer 2020).

As explained above, current studies have mainly emphasized that perceived quality

of public service performance - in terms of outputs and outcomes - is strongly corre-

lated with citizen trust (e.g., Kumlin 2004; Van Ryzin 2007; Berg and Johansson 2020).

A central point in this dissertation is that studies only give limited insights into how

citizens experience the behavior of street-level bureaucrats in direct interactions; in par-

ticular, whether they adjust their levels of trust in government based on the performance

that they experience in such concrete bureaucratic encounters. In this dissertation, I

argue that citizens also get information about the performance and functioning of the

public sector through these interactions with public employees in the delivery of public

service. Therefore, I expect that trust judgments are influenced by citizens’ evaluations

of the street-level performance of public employees in citizen-state interactions. This

is a broader understanding of government performance than current literature on the

performance-trust link is concerned with.

To develop this argument, I build on insights from social psychology. According to

research in the field of social psychology, it is well-established that individuals sponta-

neously form impressions of other people and that these impressions color their subse-

quent assessments, evaluations, and behavior towards the other (Wojciszke, Bazinska,

and Jaworski 1998; Fiske et al. 2002; Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007; Cuddy, Fiske, and

Glick 2007; Brambilla et al. 2012; Kervyn, Fiske, and Malone 2012). According to this

prominent line of research on social cognition, individuals essentially form impressions

of others in a specific interaction along two fundamental dimensions: warmth and com-

petence (Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007; Fiske 2019). Even though various models use

different labels for these dimensions,5 they all agree that there are two fundamental di-

mensions of social cognition that can explain social perception of individuals and groups

(Judd et al. 2005; Abele and Wojciszke 2007; Abele et al. 2008; Goodwin, Piazza, and

Rozin 2014; Abele and Hauke 2020).

An important study in this relation was conducted by Rosenberg et al. (1968) who

asked participants to sort personality traits according to whether they were likely to

be associated with the same person (Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007; Goodwin, Piazza,

and Rozin 2014). Results provided evidence for a two-dimensional model: social good-

5. For instance, some scholars refer to warmth as “communion” and competence as
“agency” (e.g., Fiske 2019) or use the labels morality and competence (Wojciszke 2005).
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bad and intellectual good-bad. This laid the groundwork for later work, which labelled

these dimensions with reference to warmth (social good-bad) and competence (intellec-

tual good-bad) (Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007). Specifically, the competence dimension

refers to traits related to abilities such as intelligence, skill, and efficacy (Fiske, Cuddy,

and Glick 2007; Cuddy, Fiske, and Glick 2007; Abele et al. 2008; Brambilla et al. 2012).

Warmth, on the other hand, refers to perceived intent and relates to traits such as good-

naturedness, kindness, friendliness, and sincerity (Fiske et al. 2002; Cuddy, Fiske, and

Glick 2007). Importantly, warmth is argued to consist of two subcomponents: socia-

bility (also labelled “pure warmth”) and morality (Leach, Ellemers, and Barreto 2007;

Brambilla et al. 2012; Goodwin, Piazza, and Rozin 2014). Sociability refers to “coop-

eration and forming connections with others (e.g., friendliness, likability)” (Brambilla

et al. 2012, 151), while morality indicates characteristics with moral relevance (e.g.,

honesty or sincerity). In Paper A, I examine the more general warmth dimension,

which consists of both subdimensions, while Paper B emphasizes the influence of the

sociability/“pure warmth” subcomponent.

The dimensions of warmth and competence are argued to be roughly orthogonal to

each other. Even though there is some debate about which of the dimensions is most

important to impression formation,6 the main point is that citizens form impressions of

both the warmth and competence of public employees in citizen-state interactions. Since

impression formation along these two fundamental dimensions is argued to strongly

influence subsequent behavior and attitudes (Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007; Cuddy,

Fiske, and Glick 2007), I expect citizens’ perceptions of public employees’ warmth and

competence (i.e., street-level performance) to impact levels of trust in governmental

institutions.

However, which governmental institutions - if any in particular - should we expect

street-level performance to influence? To examine whether street-level performance has

a stronger influence on some governmental institutions, I examine different relevant

trust outcomes. As argued above, citizens may trust administrative and political insti-

tutions differently. This distinction, I argue, is particularly relevant when examining the

effect of street-level performance. Street-level performance should, first and foremost,

have the strongest impact on trust in bureaucrats since the specific bureaucrat that cit-

izens encounter primarily gives an impression of the behavior of bureaucrats in general.

Bureaucrats are a part of the broader set of administrative institutions and actors, and

thus, the interaction with a public employee might further give a broader picture of the

functioning of administrative governmental institutions (Soss 1999; Berg and Johansson

6. For a discussion, see Laustsen and Bor (2017).
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2020). Finally, political institutions are ultimately responsible for the performance in

citizen-state interactions and public service delivery in general. Consequently, citizens

are expected to follow the chain of accountability when they form trust judgments of

government based on the performance they perceive in citizen-state interactions. The

broader point of this argument and inclusion of different trust outcomes is that citizens’

concrete interactions with street-level bureaucrats not only are expected to influence

their trust in that specific bureaucrat but also in broader governmental institutions.

This is illustrated in the dissertation’s papers on street-level performance. In Paper A,

I examine the effect of warmth and competence impressions on trust in civil servants,

administrative institutions, and political institutions, while Paper B investigates trust

in bureaucrats and in the municipality.

Moreover, I expect warmth to influence citizens’ trust in government more strongly

in certain situations. Current studies on the performance-trust link have, to a large ex-

tent, emphasized performance in terms of outcomes, and here, an important aspect is

whether these outcomes are favorable to citizens. Considering street-level performance,

the idea is that when public employees in citizen-state interactions provide outcomes

that are favorable to citizens, trust will increase (e.g., Popkin 1991; Allen and Birch

2015). This is a very intuitive expectation. The ambition here is not to test the spe-

cific theoretical mechanism, but the hypothesis is supported by different theoretical

perspectives including my-side bias where citizens tend to defend their own beliefs and

interests when interpreting new information, such as decisions made by bureaucrats

(Perkins 1985; Stanovich, West, and Toplak 2013). However, no matter the particular

theoretical mechanism, the expectation is the same: Favorable outcomes increase citi-

zens’ trust.

Even though citizens might have a strong tendency to interpret decision outcomes

made by bureaucrats in a biased way, there are limitations to the strength of this ten-

dency (e.g., Kunda 1990; Stanovich and West 2007; Redlawsk, Civettini, and Emmerson

2010). New information might, if it is unambiguously pointing in the opposite direction

of prior beliefs, lead people to accept that information and change their evaluation. For

instance, studies have shown that other parts of the social context - such as procedural

fairness (Bøggild 2016) - can mitigate the negative effect of unfavorable outcomes on

citizens’ trust. Accordingly, I argue that impressions of a bureaucrat’s warmth can

function as information that might counterweigh negative information from an unfa-

vorable decision. Thus, an important argument in this dissertation is that street-level

bureaucrats’ warmth can lead to a less biased evaluation and thus a smaller decrease

in trust in government when citizens encounter an unfavorable decision (see Paper B).
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2.4.2 Performance in the political decision-making process

In the following section, I advance my contribution to our understanding of how per-

formance in the domain of politics can also influence citizens’ trust in governmental

institutions. This relates to the second part of the overall research question, which

Paper C contributes to answer. As is the case with the domain of bureaucracy and the

performance of street-level bureaucrats, I intend to demonstrate how the performance

of politicians might impact trust judgments. I will show that citizens genuinely care

about the process and not only the final outcomes. In the domain of politics, I am

not only interested in whether outcomes are favorable to individuals but also simply

whether politicians work towards making decisions on important political issues; no

matter the favorability to individual citizens. However, there are also parallels between

the two domains since the effect is expected to be stronger among citizens who would

benefit from politicians agreeing on a decision. In this way, outcome favorability also

plays an important role in the domain of politics (see Figure 3).

Even though prior studies have paid attention to process performance (cf. the review

above in Section 2.3), there is more to the process than simply considering whether

it has been fair or whether citizens have been treated equally. Obviously, these are

important factors - particularly for public sector organizations - but the question is

to what extent citizens also evaluate government based on whether politicians in the

decision-making process actively make an effort towards a final decision? I build the

argument on prior literature, which, on the one hand, shows that citizens care about

getting favorable outcomes and decisions from governmental institutions that fit with

policy preferences (e.g., Popkin 1991; Allen and Birch 2015) and on the other hand

argues that citizens attend at least as much to whether the process is perceived as fair

and legitimate (Tyler 1990; Van Ryzin 2011; Bøggild 2016). Accordingly, prior work

has either studied the correlation between final decisions that fit with policy preferences

and trust or whether a more fair process leads to greater trust in government. In this

dissertation, I combine these two views.

Put simply, as also described in Paper C, the main argument is that citizens not

only care about how decisions come about but also whether decisions come about. In

general, I expect that citizens react emotionally on whether politicians are able to agree

on prominent political issues (e.g., frustration if they cannot reach an agreement). Such

emotional reactions will subsequently manifest themselves in the level of trust in gov-

ernment. Thus, citizens are, for instance, expected to lower their trust in government

if the decision-making process indicates a lack of progress towards a final decision. Ob-

viously, this expectation presupposes that citizens initially have an expectation that
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politicians should deliver on a given issue. Hence, concerns about whether politicians

make progress towards a decision is particularly significant and vital in relation to

political promises. If citizens are to respond according to the idea of democratic ac-

countability, they should reward and punish government based on whether the promise

is being maintained (Key 1966; Thomson 2011; Thomson and Brandenburg 2019). I

expect that citizens “punish” government with lower trust when they are not able to

agree on a political issue and that citizens will “reward” government with higher levels

of trust when a political promise is respected. It is important to underline that these

expectations concern the decision-making process, and thus, in Paper C, I investigate

events in the decision-making process which either indicate significant progress towards

an outcome or significant lack of progress towards a decision on a political promise.

If citizens take performance in the decision-making process into account when eval-

uating their trust in government, an important question is under what conditions such

process performance is most and least influential. In this dissertation, I focus on the

potential moderating effect of individual differences in whether the political promise

is beneficial to the individual citizen. As argued earlier in this chapter, there is a

basic human tendency toward defending pre-defined (political) interests and positions

(Kunda 1990; Kruglanski and Webster 1996; Taber and Lodge 2006; Stanovich, West,

and Toplak 2013). Furthermore, existing work suggests that citizens can have different

perceptions of performance based on their prior beliefs (e.g., partisanship) (Tilley and

Hobolt 2011; Bisgaard 2015). Given that citizens use their prior beliefs to interpret

performance in the decision-making process, I expect a divided response to the same

events in the decision-making process based on whether citizens benefit from the po-

litical promise. Thus, if citizens benefit from the promise being respected, I expect

that citizens will react more strongly to events in the political decision-making process

compared to citizens who do not benefit directly from the promise being kept.7

7. In Paper C, I use the Brexit negotiations as the empirical case and compare trust levels
among Remain-voters and Leave-voters. Since Leave-voters would benefit from the promise
of Brexit being respected, I expect them to react more strongly in terms of trust compared
to Remain-voters.
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2.5 Overview of the dissertation’s theoretical model

Figure 3. Theoretical model of the dissertation
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Chapter 3

Research designs and data

In this chapter, I first provide an overview of the data and designs used in the dis-

sertation’s three articles. Second, the chapter summarizes the major methodological

challenges that arise in answering the main research question, which is a causal ques-

tion of how government performance influences citizen trust in government. This is

followed by a discussion of how the dissertation has handled these challenges from a

research design perspective and why the strategy primarily relies on an experimental

approach. Finally, after discussing considerations about internal and external validity,

the last part of the chapter presents a wider discussion about the measurement of trust

in government. The chapter does not go into a detailed discussion about the specific

designs employed in the dissertation, but rather, it takes an overall view on the gen-

eral methodology and design choices that cut across papers. For detailed information

about the specific designs, I refer to the design sections in the respective papers of the

dissertation.

3.1 Overview of studies, designs, and data

This dissertation consists of three individual empirical papers, each of which examines

an important part of the overall research question. Table 3, shown below, outlines

how each paper answers a specific research question, which contributes to the overall

aim of the dissertation. Further, the table summarizes the methodological choices

made in the articles with respect to data, research design, and key variables. To test

the expectations, I draw on a rich set of data, which consists of both original survey

experiments and large-N cross-sectional data over time. The dissertation relies on

diverse experimental treatments and the effects are tested on a range of different trust

measures. In addition, the articles are based on large-scale and most often nationally
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representative samples from diverse country contexts (Denmark, the United States, and

Great Britain). I later return to the advantages and limitations of these choices in terms

of both internal and external validity.

Papers A and B both examine the core claim that citizens build their trust in gov-

ernment on bureaucratic behavior experienced through citizen-state interactions on the

dimensions of warmth and competence. Paper B complements the findings of Paper A

by examining whether warm behavior by bureaucrats in citizen-state interactions can

reduce the otherwise (expected) negative effect of unfavorable outcomes on citizen trust

in government. The studies rely on two types of survey experimental research designs

by experimentally manipulating bureaucratic warmth and competence in realistic vi-

gnettes (Paper A and Paper B) or by priming respondents to recall interactions with

warm or competent bureaucrats (Paper A).

Paper C, on the other hand, makes use of large representative cross-sectional sur-

veys over time to assess whether citizens changed their levels of trust in government

as a consequence of how politicians performed in the political decision-making process

concerning Brexit. This paper exploits that the British Election Study (BES) col-

lected multiple representative surveys that were fielded immediately before and after

important events in the Brexit negotiation process, which reflected how politicians per-

formed. Using such an event-centered logic, Paper C tests the levels of citizen trust in

government before and after these events. Moreover, as the paper empirically focuses

on Brexit, an important question is whether “Leave” and “Remain-voters” reacted

differently. Thus, I also compare the trends over time for these two groups of citizens.1

1. See Paper C for more specific details about the research design.
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Table 3. Overview of studies, designs, and data

Paper Core research
question

Research design and data Key variables

A To what extent do
specific citizen—state
interactions affect cit-
izen trust in govern-
ment?

• Study 1: two randomized
survey experiments con-
ducted in the US (N = 816)
and Denmark (N = 1,299
) where respondents were
primed to recall interac-
tions with public employ-
ees but randomly assigned
to recall interactions with
either warm, cold, com-
petent or incompetent bu-
reaucrats.

• Study 2: Randomized sur-
vey experiment conducted
in the US (N = 1,164). Re-
spondents were exposed to
vignettes in which bureau-
crats’ competence (high
competence/low compe-
tence) and warmth (high
warmth/low warmth) were
manipulated.

• Subjects were recruited
through the Amazon
Mechanical Turk Plat-
form (US experiments)
or YouGov’s online panel
(DK experiment).

• Independent variables
(IVs): Experimental treat-
ments; through either
priming (study 1) or
vignettes (study 2).

• Dependent variables
(DVs): four measures of
citizen trust in govern-
ment; trust in bureaucrats,
administrative institu-
tions, political institutions,
and overall government.

B To what extent can
warm bureaucratic
behavior reduce the
negative effect of
unfavorable outcomes
on citizen trust in
government?

• Randomized survey exper-
iment conducted in Den-
mark where respondents
were randomly assigned
to vignettes manipulating
outcome favorability (fa-
vorable/unfavorable) and
bureaucrats’ warmth (high
warmth/low warmth).

• Subjects were recruited
through YouGov’s online
panel (N = 1,613).

• IV’s: Experimentally ma-
nipulated vignettes.

• DV’s: Citizen trust in bu-
reaucrats and the munici-
pality.

Continued on next page
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Paper Core research
question

Research design and data Key variables

C To what extent do cit-
izens change their lev-
els of trust in gov-
ernment as a reac-
tion to performance in
the political decision-
making process?

• Data from the British
Election Study (BES):
repeated representative
cross-sectional surveys
collected in the UK from
June 2016 to December
2019.

• Dependent on the event
analyzed and the outcome
variable used, N is between
15,708 and 67,306 for the
analysis including all cit-
izens and between 8,045
and 52,793 when compar-
ing “Leave” and “Remain”
voters. The BES col-
lects responses from about
30,000 citizens in each sur-
vey wave.

• IV’s: Political performance
in the political decision-
making process measured
as the timing of events
where citizens are exposed
to either negative or posi-
tive performance; status as
“Remain” or “Leave” voter
in the Brexit referendum.

• DV’s: Trust in members
of Parliament and satisfac-
tion with democracy.

Notes: The survey experiments conducted in Denmark are all collected via YouGov’s online
panel which are sampled to be representative of the Danish population on age, gender, ed-
ucation, and geographic region of residence. For detailed information about data, research
design, experimental stimuli, and so on, I refer to the individual papers.

3.2 The performance-trust link and selection

The key argument of this dissertation, which is also reflected in the overall research

question, is that citizens’ perceptions of how government performs influence levels of

citizen trust in government. Testing this claim constitutes major methodological chal-

lenges as it involves a causal statement and hence calls for research designs ensuring high

internal validity. What are the particular challenges in making causally valid claims

about the influence of government performance on citizen trust?

Examining the research question of this dissertation requires a comparison of two

counterfactual worlds: one where a citizen experiences good government performance

and one where the same citizen experiences bad government performance. However,

the challenge is that we cannot observe both states of the world for a given citizen

simultaneously. This constitutes the fundamental problem of causal inference (Holland

1986) because there are always two potential outcomes but we can only observe one

of them. Therefore, we can never know for certain what would have happened to the

trust level of citizen i if that individual had been exposed to bad rather than good

government performance.

One way to address this challenge would be to use observational data and compare
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individuals who have experienced good and bad government performance. The mean

difference in trust between these two groups would then be used as the estimate of

the causal effect of government performance on citizens’ trust. Such an identification

strategy, however, would imply serious concerns related to the internal validity of my

estimates.

First, there might be unobserved differences between the groups that could also ex-

plain differences in observed trust in government. For instance, research suggests that

characteristics such as education, ideology, and social trust correlate with levels of trust

in government (Christensen and Laegreid 2005), and at the same time, these factors are

probably also correlated with how government performance is perceived. Such selection

issues would give a biased estimate of the causal effect as we cannot know whether a

given difference in trust is due to a difference in performance or initial differences in

background characteristics. Even though some of these characteristics (e.g., education)

might easily be measured in a survey, trust in government might still be correlated with

unobservables such as more general character traits.

Second, the use of observational data is problematic since citizens might evaluate

their perception of government performance based on their initial level of trust in gov-

ernment (Van de Walle and Bouckaert 2003; Rudolph 2017; Haugsgjerd and Kumlin

2020). We may, for example, imagine that citizens with low levels of trust use that

as a heuristic to make other evaluations about government in a broad sense, including

perceptions of government performance. Such a situation of reverse causality would

again result in biased estimates of the causal effect as I am not able to disentangle the

effect of performance on trust from the effect of trust on performance (James, Jilke,

and Van Ryzin 2017).

In sum, an observational approach is problematic since it is likely to suffer from

significant issues of selection bias and reverse causality. This is a general challenge

in the literature on trust in government. Prior studies do to a large extent make use

of cross-sectional data and thus mainly reflect correlations between performance and

trust. As Van der Meer (2018) summarizes, ”it would be unwise to treat these strong

correlations between economic evaluations and political trust as compelling evidence

for a causal effect.” Thus, he calls for a more stringent methodological approach that

better takes endogeneity issues into account to get a more solid causal understanding.

To address these challenges concerning internal validity, I need to use research designs

that can address the problem of selection bias in a plausible way. The following sections

describe how I approach the challenge in terms of the research designs employed in the

dissertation’s papers.
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3.2.1 Using randomization and survey experiments

To overcome the challenges discussed above, two of the papers (Paper A and Paper B)

are based on randomized survey experiments. The experimental approach has several

advantages in terms of maximizing internal validity. It is often said to be the gold

standard to study causal inference as it allows for strong causal claims based on one

central assumption: that the treatment is fully controlled and randomized (Gerber and

Green 2012; Angrist and Pischke 2014).2

Random assignment to treatment and control groups ensures that individuals in the

experimental groups are similar (on average) on unobservable characteristics (e.g., Baek-

gaard et al. 2015). Thus, this identification strategy eliminates the above-mentioned

selection problems by design. At the same time, the experiment allows the researcher

control over the independent variable. This makes it possible to improve measurement

validity by carefully manipulating the information that reaches participants. Further,

the experimental research design allows for manipulation of the treatment before mea-

suring the dependent variable, which addresses the specific challenge concerning reverse

causality. For instance, consider Paper A in which I randomly assign citizens to imag-

ine or recall different specific interactions with the public sector. Here, the random

assignment ensures that individuals in the different conditions are similar on all charac-

teristics, besides treatment, and at the same time, the experimental approach enables

me to carefully control which type of interaction the respondent imagines or recaptures.

Due to randomization and the controlled environment, the causal effect of performance

on trust can be estimated by simply comparing mean trust in government across the

experimental treatment groups. In sum, the main contribution of the experimental

studies is that they maximize the internal validity.

However, it is not without problems to employ survey experiments. While the exper-

imental setup has the potential to solve the selection problem, a critical concern is the

vulnerability to issues of external validity. The debate about external validity in exper-

iments regards both that experimental research often relies on convenience samples and

the extent to which results can be generalized across settings (Sears 1986; McDermott

2011; Mutz 2011).

Regarding the first critique, the central concern is that the use of non-represen-

tative samples such as students or online opt-in samples (e.g., Amazon MTurk) is chal-

lenging for the external validity. Respondents in these convenience samples are not be-

ing drawn from a population with known probability but rather self-select into a given

study (Mullinix et al. 2015, 110). Thus, these samples might be systematically different

2. Hence, the label RCT (randomized controlled trials).
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from the population to which the researcher wants to generalize the results (Coppock

2019). In particular, it questions whether the causal estimates are biased because of dif-

ferences between the convenience sample and a representative population sample (Stock

and Watson 2014). Even though this is an empirical question relevant in each study that

uses these kinds of samples, research has found that experimental results from MTurk

samples are, in general, externally valid as they yield similar results to representative

population-based samples (e.g., Druckman and Kam 2011; Mullinix et al. 2015; Cop-

pock, Leeper, and Mullinix 2018; Coppock 2019). Thus, we can be confident that these

non-representative samples can better replicate results from population-based samples

than initially assumed. In my experiments, I have either recruited nationally repre-

sentative samples or otherwise used a highly diverse set of respondents from Amazon

MTurk. This is an online platform where citizens (workers) are paid by researchers to

participate in different studies.3 While MTurk allows for rapid data collection, a main

concern has been that workers do not pay enough attention to the survey questions

or that they have such extensive prior experience with surveys that they can infer the

purpose of the experiment and try to live up to those expectations to receive compen-

sation for their work (Berinsky, Huber, and Lenz 2012; Goodman, Cryder, and Cheema

2013; Oppenheimer, Meyvis, and Davidenko 2009). Even though research points to

these concerns being unwarranted, I have carefully followed the latest developed tools

to heighten the data quality of MTurk samples (e.g., made sure that respondents are

attentive by using different attention checks).

Concerning the second critique about external validity, the central concern is whether

results can be generalized across contexts. In this regard, Paper A draws on data

from two diverse countries: Denmark and the United States. This enables me to test

the cross-cultural generalizability of the argument about the influence of bureaucrats’

warmth and competence. Denmark and the US diverge on different important factors

such as general level of social trust and trust in government, size of the public sector,

type of welfare state, and degree of political polarization. This is important since cul-

tural differences may impact how people respond to information. In a larger perspective,

I use data from both Denmark (Papers A and B) and the US (Paper A) to test the ar-

gument regarding the domain of bureaucracy, while I draw on data from Great Britain

to examine the influence of the domain of politics. Thus, I have, in general, tested

the overall argument about the impact of government performance on citizens’ trust in

government with data from a diverse set of countries. Moreover, Paper A (US Postal

3. I aimed to offer reimbursements around the minimum hourly wage based on an estimate
of the mean duration of the given survey.
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service as the case in study 2) and Paper B (elderly care as the case) together examine

whether the effect of bureaucrats’ warmth can be replicated across public service areas.

This is important for the external validity and explores whether the general argument

from Fiske et al. (2007) is a universal psychological mechanism that is important in a

public sector setting in general.

Another central concern with experiments is the artificial settings, i.e., the situations

in the surveys are remote from real-world experiences with bureaucrats. In general, I

try to meet this challenge and increase ecological validity by using experimental treat-

ments that reflect information citizens could receive in the real world. For instance, the

experimental setup in Paper B was constructed to reflect how citizens would normally

interact with bureaucrats in the delivery of elderly care in Denmark. Moreover, I have

done extensive pre-testing of the experimental material’s credibility and realism to im-

prove the ecological validity.

In Paper A, I aim to overcome issues of ecological validity by priming subjects in

the experiment to think about government performance in different negative and posi-

tive terms (Gadarian and Albertson 2014). That is, rather than assigning participants

randomly to designed information about performance, I prime participants to think

about an actual interaction with government (see Paper A for more details). On the

one hand, this approach lowers the ability for the researcher to have full control over

the information that reaches participants, but on the other hand, it improves realism.

A final limitation of survey experiments is that treatments are often low in intensity.

At least, this is applicable for the treatments used in Paper A (study 2) and Paper B,

where respondents have to imagine a situation. The low intensity of treatments imply

that null results are hard to interpret, but on the other hand identified causal effects in

the experiment are likely to be even larger in the real world.

3.2.2 Using time and difference-in-differences

This dissertation does not only draw on experiments as an identification strategy. In

particular, Paper C uses high-quality observational data from the BES (Fieldhouse et

al. 2020) consisting of representative repeated cross-sections over time of the aggregate

unit of British citizens (2014 to 2019). Having data over time enables me to employ re-

search designs which exploit that citizens are exposed to certain events indicating either

positive or negative government performance over time. This creates a pre-treatment

and post-treatment period, thus enabling me to estimate the mean change in citizen

trust in government from pre-treatment to post-treatment, i.e., simply comparing the

mean trust in government before being exposed to a political event of good government
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performance with mean trust in government after the same political event. By look-

ing at changes from before to after these events, it is possible to rule out unobserved

time-invariant factors. For instance, if citizens respond with lower levels of trust in

government after an event of bad government performance compared to before that

event, this change is not influenced by time-invariant factors (e.g., gender or education

level) because they are held constant.

Furthermore, a key expectation in Paper C is that all citizens do not react with

the same strength to events, which indicates how politicians perform in the decision-

making process. Citizens who benefit from the political issue at stake, are argued to

react strongly to these events since they profit from progress in the decision-making

process and suffer from a lack of progress. That is, the same events might reflect

“good” performance for some citizens and “bad” performance/less good performance

for other citizens. Thus, I also employ a difference-in-differences design (Angrist and

Pischke 2009, 2014) where the development in trust in government before/after events

in the political decision-making process is compared between two groups of citizens (see

Paper C for more details). Again, this design eliminates selection problems with regard

to time-invariant factors, including the possibility that the two groups of voters initially

differed in terms of trust in government. At the same time, the difference-in-differences

strategy takes account of the general time trend (i.e., the general trend in citizen trust

across all citizens in the time period analyzed).

However, while time-invariant confounders are ruled out in these designs, unobserved

time-variant factors that explain changes in citizen trust in government are still a con-

cern for the validity of the causal estimates. It could, for instance, be the case that the

economy declined at the same time as one of the analyzed events and that the economy

influences citizen trust in government (Van der Meer 2017). To the extent that the

economy is unobserved, we would attribute the effect of the economy to the political

event indicating performance in the decision-making process. Thus, the identifying as-

sumption behind these designs is the absence of unobserved time-variant factors that

also explains citizen trust in government. More generally, the main concern is that

we do not know the answer to the counterfactual question of how citizens would have

changed their trust in government in the absence of a given event. Therefore, in Paper

C where these designs are used, I provide critical tests of the identifying assumptions

to assess the robustness of the findings to time-variant confounders (see e.g., Dinas

et al. 2019). For instance, I aim to reduce the risk of time-variant confounders by using

survey data just around the event of interest and by assessing pre-treatment trends in

trust in government. All the particular tests are presented in more detail in Paper C.
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Even though the designs presented in this section do not maximize internal validity

as much as randomized experiments, they still have advantages compared to the cross-

sectional designs that otherwise dominate the general research on the performance-trust

link. Most importantly, this approach contributes highly to the ecological and external

validity as it presents an unique opportunity to study how citizens evaluate trust in

government based on real-world government performance. This is a clear advantage to

survey experimental designs that often maximize internal validity but rely on artificial

treatment (e.g., Slothuus 2016). In sum, the real-world setting combined with the use

of high-quality data (British Election Study) from large representative samples ensure

high external validity for the article using these non-experimental designs (Paper C),

even though it has limitations concerning internal validity.

3.3 Concluding thoughts on internal and external

validity

Taken together, the research designs employed in this dissertation have generally sought

to prioritize internal validity given the causal nature of the dissertation’s overall research

question. The experimental designs used in Paper A and Paper B were chosen precisely

to maximize internal validity. However, these design choices come at the expense of

external and ecological validity despite careful choices levelled at addressing challenges

of, for example, realistic experimental treatments and diverse samples. Paper C, on

the other hand, contributes to high ecological and external validity as it is based on

the real-world case of Brexit (and the subsequent process) while at the same time

considering internal validity by exploiting changes over time. Thus, bearing in mind

the broader focus of this dissertation, the survey experimental designs are supplemented

by the study carried out in a real-world setting to tell us something more externally

valid about the influence of government performance on citizen trust in government.

However, considering the two parts of this dissertation – the domain of bureaucracy

and the domain of politics – a potential limitation of this approach is that all the

experiments are carried out in relation to the influence of bureaucrats’ performance

on citizen trust while the observational approach which favors the ecological validity is

used to examine how politicians’ performance predicts citizen trust in government. In

the discussion section, I return to a broader discussion of the advantages and limitations

of the design choices of this dissertation and how future research might make use of

research designs that complement the ones employed in this dissertation.
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3.4 Measurement of citizens’ trust in government

A cross-cutting aim of this dissertation is to get a better understanding of citizen trust

in government. But how does one go about measuring this concept? This dissertation

generally relies on measures from large national and international surveys to measure

citizen trust in government (see Table 4). The most common indicator, in an American

setting, is the item from the American National Election Studies (ANES), which asks,

”How much of the time do you think you can trust the government in Washington to

do what is right?” This question wording is heavily used by surveys such as Pew (2017)

and political science scholars in general (Citrin and Stoker 2018). Another often-used

measure is the indicator from the European Social Survey (ESS) where people respond

to how much they personally trust a set of different institutions (e.g., national gov-

ernment, the national parliament, or the police).4 This measurement model has the

advantage that it can be applied to specific parts of government or particular institu-

tions.

Work on the empirical measures of citizen trust in government has shown that such

measurement is imperfect and not without problems. For example, it has been dis-

cussed what the term “government” in the ANES measure refers to among citizens,

whether low levels of trust in these often-used measures in fact constitute deep mistrust

or simply are a measure of healthy skepticism, and whether it is in fact trust per se

that is measured and not a general attitude towards government as a whole (e.g., Citrin

1974; Miller 1974; Cook and Gronke 2005; Van de Walle and Six 2014; Gershtenson

and Plane 2015; Bertsou 2019).

While the measures used in this dissertation by no means are exempted from such

criticism, taking on the challenge to carefully redefine and reconsider how to measure

citizen trust would be enough for a whole dissertation in itself. Even though I highly

prioritized maximizing the internal validity in order to obtain causal estimates, I also

aimed to address measurement issues and related shortcomings in different ways.

First, the dissertation’s papers all use multiple measures of citizen trust in govern-

ment, and the measures are different across the papers as well. This strategy ensures

that the findings are not a product of using only a single measure. Given that different

trust measures have their own strengths and weaknesses, using multiple of them in the

same study should all else being equal minimize the limitations. Paper A, in particular,

4. In this context, Gallup and World Value Survey also ask about confidence in different
institutions although with a different measurement scale compared to the ESS. Likewise, Eu-
robarometer makes people respond to trust in institutions of government but on a dichotomous
scale (tend to trust; tend not to trust).
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seeks to mitigate drawbacks by using four different trust measures modeled on both the

ANES and the ESS (see Table 4 for details).

Second, all papers deliberately posed measures of not only the subject that per-

formed a given task (bureaucrats in Papers A and B; politicians in Paper C) but also

an outcome measure directed at broader trust attitudes. Specifically, Paper A asks

about trust in broader administrative and political institutions, Paper B asks about

general trust in the municipality, and Paper C employs a very broad measure of satis-

faction with democracy. It is important to note that the ”satisfaction with democracy”

item is not meant to measure citizens’ trust. However, it was used in Paper C to get a

sense of whether politicians’ performance also influenced even broader attitudes related

to political support (Norris 2011).

Third, to reiterate, the measures used in the dissertation’s articles build on measure-

ment models from national election studies (ANES and BES) and large international

surveys such as the ESS. These measures are generally used by scholars interested in cit-

izen trust in governmental institutions or similar phenomena. Thus, the dissertation’s

findings can build directly on earlier work and develop it further without changing the

way of studying performance and measuring citizen trust in the same dissertation. If

I, in this dissertation, also had used a redefined measure of trust in combination with

the novel view on performance (by, for instance, considering warmth and competence),

it would be hard to know whether the results were due to a new measurement model

of trust or because warmth/competence in fact were important drivers of trust. The

next step for future research is obviously to further advance the measurement of citizen

trust and test whether the results of this dissertation generalize to such measures.
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Table 4. Overview of outcome measures

Paper Trust in government measures

Paper A • “How much of the time do you think that the government in
Washington is doing the right thing?” (Just about always,
most of the time, only some of the time, or never; modelled
on question wording used in the ANES).

• Additive index of trust in political institutions: How much
do you personally trust [the national government, national
parliament, politicians, political parties]? (0 = no trust at
all, 10 = completely trust; modelled on question wording
used in the ESS).

• Additive index of trust in administrative institutions: How
much do you personally trust [the police, the public adminis-
tration]? (0 = no trust at all, 10 = completely trust; mod-
elled on question wording used in the ESS). The additive
index also included the item below about trust in civil ser-
vants.

• “Most civil servants can be trusted to do what is best for
the country.” (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree;
modelled on question wording used in the ISSP).

Paper B • “How much do you trust the caseworker to make the right
decisions?” (0 = no trust at all, 10 = completely trust; mod-
elled on question wording used in the ESS).

• “How much do you trust the municipality to make the right
decisions?” (0 = no trust at all, 10 = completely trust; mod-
elled on question wording used in the ESS).

Paper C • “How much trust do you have in members of Parliament in
general?” (1 = no trust, 7 = great deal of trust; item used
in the BES).

• “On the whole, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with how
democracy works in the UK”? (1 = Very dissatisfied, 4 =
Very satisfied; item used in the BES).

Notes: In the additive index of trust in civil servants in Paper A, trust in civil
servants was measured using the question wording presented in this table in the
main analysis. In study 2 of Paper A, the question wording from the ESS was also
included in the survey (“how much do you personally trust civil servants” on a 0-10
scale), but the item only figures in a supplementary analysis (see Paper A for more
details).
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3.4.1 Trust-measures and the dimensionality of trust in gov-

ernment

The use of different survey questions to measure citizens’ trust in government across the

dissertation’s papers begs the question of how these measures are correlated and whether

they actually measure the same latent concept of trust in government. To test this, I

performed a number of principal component analyses with a range of items reflecting

the measures used across all papers (see Table 4). The analyses are based on the same

data as used for Paper A since the data set include some additional trust measures

that were not employed in Paper A because they did not fit with the research question

of that specific paper.5 However, with my data, it was not possible to use the exact

measures that are employed in Paper B and Paper C. In Paper B, I ask about trust in

a specific bureaucrat and the municipality, but in these principal component analyses,

I have to use measures of general trust in civil servants and trust in local government.

Also, in Paper C, I use a measure of trust in British Members of Parliament, yet here

I have to rely on the general measure of trust in politicians. While this is not perfect,

the following principal component analyses still indicate whether my measures reflect

the same latent variable (trust in government).

Table 5 shows the results of these principal component analyses, which include both

American and Danish respondents. As one factor with an eigenvalue above 1 was

extracted and all the factor loadings are considerably large, the results indicate a one-

factor solution. The results stay substantially the same using the full set of items

that were used to construct the additive indices of trust in administrative and political

institutions (see Table 6). This indicates that the trust measures employed in this

dissertation load on the same dimension of trust in government.

However, if we rather split the sample into Danish and American respondents - to

test whether the dimensionality is the same across country context - the picture is less

clear. For the American respondents, the trend stays the same and the data shows

a clear tendency towards one latent factor as the eigenvalue for the second factor is

.66. Even if I split the American respondents into groups of high and low political

interest, the resulting principal component analyses still suggest a single dimension.

This indicates that the results are not driven by citizens not knowledgeable enough

to distinguish between different institutions.6 Turning to the Danish respondents, the

5. See Paper A for a more detailed explanation and argumentation of the outcome measures
used in that individual research paper.

6. Respondents with high political interest was defined as citizens who responded that they
were ”Very interested” or ”Extremely interested” in information about what is going on in
government and politics. The eigenvalue for the second factor in the principal component
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Table 5. Principal component analysis of final trust measures used across papers

Items Factor loadings

Trust government in Washington/Copenhagen (Paper A) .79

Trust in political institutions (Paper A) .91

Trust in administrative institutions (Paper A) .90

Trust in civil servants (Papers A and B) .75

Trust in local government (Paper B) .80

Trust in politicians (Paper C) .88

Satisfaction with democracy (Paper C) .70

N 1,897

Cronbach’s alpha .81

Notes: PCA for both DK and US respondents. One factor with eigenvalue above 1
extracted (eigenvalue = 4.76). N = 1,897.

Table 6. Principal component analysis of trust items used across papers

Items Factor loadings

Trust government in Washington/Copenhagen (Paper A) .79

Trust in national government (Paper A) .83

Trust in national parliament (Paper A) .90

Trust in political parties (Paper A) .88

Trust in politicians (Papers A and C) .90

Trust in the police (Paper A) .68

Trust in the public administration (Paper A) .87

Trust in civil servants (Papers A and B) .68

Trust in local government (Paper B) .80

Satisfaction with democracy (Paper C) .68

N 1,729

Cronbach’s alpha .88

Notes: PCA for both DK and US respondents. One factor with eigenvalue above 1
extracted (eigenvalue = 6.48). N = 1,729.

eigenvalue for a second factor is almost 1 with a value of .94. This suggests that at least

among Danish citizens, there might be two latent factors. It speaks to a larger debate

about whether citizens have one form of trust (Hooghe 2011) or whether they rather

distinguish between institutions when making trust judgments (Fisher, Van Heerde,

and Tucker 2010).

Theoretically, citizens might in particular distinguish between administrative and

analysis for high political interest is .64 and .83 for low political interest.
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political institutions (Schnaudt 2019; Fisher, Van Heerde, and Tucker 2010; Camões

and Mendes 2019). Furthermore, survey measures of trust in government over time il-

lustrate that even though measures correlate, they have different trends over time, and

trust in political institutions might be more sensitive to changes of government party

(Citrin and Muste 1999; Keele 2005; Citrin and Stoker 2018). From this perspective,

it is expected that trust in the police, civil servants, and public administration load on

a separate factor of trust in administrative institutions, while trust in politicians, po-

litical parties, national government, and national parliament load on another factor of

trust in political institutions (see also the discussion in Paper A). The three remaining

items could potentially fit both factors. Trust in the local government could be tied to

both the political as well as the administrative part of local government. The “trust in

government in Washington” item from the ANES has been discussed a lot in studies on

trust because it is not clear whether it refers to a specific institution (Citrin and Stoker

2018). However, most scholars seem to believe that it relates to the federal government

(Gershtenson and Plane 2007), and thus, I expect it to be more strongly correlated

with political institutions. Lastly, satisfaction with democracy is not directly measur-

ing trust, but I expect the measure to be correlated with both dimensions as both trust

and satisfaction with democracy indicate broader attitudes about the political system

in general. The item is included in this analysis because I employ the item in Paper C

to test some wider-ranging effects that go beyond trust.

Based on the indications from the PCA and the theoretical arguments for the exis-

tence of two dimensions of trust, I performed a factor analysis to explore whether this

could be supported in the data. Table 7 presents the results in the form of rotated factor

loadings with oblimin rotation. This rotation method allows for correlation between the

two factors and was chosen given the debate about the dimensionality of trust, which

indicates that the two dimensions might be correlated even though they are empirically

separated. The findings indicate that Danish citizens distinguish between political and

administrative institutions since the items clearly fall into two clear-cut dimensions that

overlap with the theoretical expectations.7 As expected, satisfaction with democracy is

somewhat correlated with the trust items but does not load as clearly on either of the

dimensions compared to the other trust items. The two factors are strongly correlated

(r = .70), but ideology is much more strongly correlated to trust in political institutions

(r = .44) compared to administrative institutions (r = .08).

Overall, the results from the above principal component and factor analyses show

7. The results stay substantially the same with the use of orthogonal (varimax) rotation.
Oblimin rotation is used as it allows for correlation between factors.
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Table 7. Rotated factor loadings for Danish respondents

Items Factor 1 Factor 2

(pol. inst.) (adm. inst.)

Trust government in Washington/Copenhagen .70

Trust in national government .91

Trust in national parliament .88

Trust in political parties .78

Trust in politicians .93

Trust in the police .62

Trust in the public administration .80

Trust in civil servants .78

Trust in local government .68

Satisfaction with democracy .40

N 1,146 1,155

Cronbach’s alpha .94 .85

Notes: Eigenvalues from the principal component analysis are 6.27 for the first factor and .94
for the second factor. Rotated factor loadings (oblimin). Loadings < .3 are left blank. Only
Danish respondents. Bold font indicates that the items are a part of the respective theoretical
dimension. Cronbach’s alpha values are based on the items in bold font. N = 1,083.

that trust measures generally are highly correlated and reflect the same latent variable.

This means that citizens appear to have one form of trust and thus that it matters to

a lesser extent whether we ask about trust, for instance, in the national government or

in the public administration. In relation to the results presented in this dissertation,

it implies that I can compare results across the individual papers because the different

trust measures employed in the articles generally load on the same dimension of overall

trust in government.

However, the Danish respondents appear to distinguish empirically between admin-

istrative and political institutions when evaluating their trust. This suggests that there

are some cultural differences in the dimensionality of trust. One possible explanation is

that differences in political culture (Hooghe 2011) and the welfare state system enable

Danes to better distinguish the administrative part from the political level (since they

have many more experiences with public service). At the same time, the US political

system is much more politicized compared to a Danish setting, which might further

blur the distinction between government institutions even though they perform distinct

tasks. Yet, given the strong correlation between the two dimensions among the Danish

respondents, trust in administrative institutions might still be highly related to trust

in political institutions - also in a Danish setting. In Paper A, I explore the possibility
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of two distinct dimensions as I have separate measures of trust in administrative and

political institutions. In Paper B, I employ both a measure of trust in a specific bu-

reaucrat and a measure of trust in the municipality (local government). Even though

both of these items might give an indication of trust in the administrative part of gov-

ernment, it made sense to employ both measures with the specific purpose of the paper

in mind. Likewise, even though measures load on the same overall dimension of trust,

we will always get a better and more comprehensive picture of trust by using diverse

indicators.

More generally, the analyses presented in this section also speak to whether we can

compare results from studies that use different measures of trust; in particular, whether

it is possible to compare results from the US, which often use the measures from the

ANES, with results from Europe, where the trust in institutions items are often used.

Results from the US might to a higher extent indicate a more overall measure of trust

in government, since the ANES measure loads on the same dimension as the trust in

institutions items for the American respondents in my data. If we want to compare

such American results with findings from European studies, we might have to measure

both trust in political and administrative institutions. Of course, Danish respondents

might be a special case and future research could investigate in more detail whether

this distinction between administrative and political institutions is only valid for specific

countries with, for example, a particular political culture or type of welfare state.
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents a summary of the dissertation’s main findings. The findings are

related to the overall research question I aim to answer in this dissertation: How do

citizen-state interactions and the political decision-making process influence citizens’

trust in governmental institutions? It is structured such that I first present a summary

of the main results concerning the domain of bureaucracy and the influence of street-

level performance (Papers A and B). That is, I present results about the impact of

citizens’ impressions of bureaucrats’ warmth and competence on trust in government

and the moderating effects of outcome favorability. Second, the key findings from Paper

C on the domain of politics are shown. In particular, this part of the chapter shows

findings related to how political performance in the decision-making process affects

citizen trust.

4.1 Key findings: The domain of bureaucracy

4.1.1 To what extent do bureaucrats’ warmth and competence

influence citizens’ trust in governmental institutions?

One of the most important arguments in this dissertation is that citizens’ trust in

governmental institutions is influenced by whether bureaucrats are perceived to per-

form competently and warmly. In particular, my claim is that when citizens interact

with bureaucrats who appear competent and/or warm, they respond with more trust

compared to citizens who interact with incompetent and/or cold bureaucrats. Hence,

citizens automatically make impressions of the bureaucrats they interact with along the

warmth and competence dimensions, which subsequently influence how they evaluate

government in terms of trust.
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The influence of warmth on citizens’ trust. First, I present the results concern-

ing warmth where Table 8 shows the overall effects of warmth across the dissertation’s

articles. I generally find support this expectation, which is tested in Papers A and B.

To do this, I conducted three survey experiments across Papers A and B. In the first

experiment, which was employed among both a sample of Danish and US respondents,

I primed respondents to recall an interaction with a public employee that was either

competent, incompetent, cold, or warm (randomly assigned to one of the four condi-

tions). After the treatment, participants indicated their trust in different governmental

institutions. The experimental results regarding the warmth treatment (comparing the

“cold” and “warm” conditions) are presented in the first row of Table 8.

Table 8. Summary of the effect of warmth across the dissertation’s articles

Trust gov.

in Was.

Trust

bureaucrat

Trust

adm. inst.

Trust

pol. inst.

Trust

municipality

Warmth

(priming -

Paper A))

DK: insign.

US: insign.

DK: insign.

US: insign.

DK: insign.

US: insign.

DK: insign.

US: insign.

Warmth

(priming -

att. subjects -

(Paper A))

DK: insign.

US: .07

(.025)∗∗

DK: insign.

US: .071

(.035)∗

DK: insign.

US: .058

(.027)∗

DK: insign.

US: .066

(.027)∗

Warmth

(vignette -

(Paper A))

US: .045

(.012)∗∗∗
US: .052

(.016)∗∗
US: .031

(.012)∗
US: .029

(.014)∗

Warmth

(vignette -

(Paper B))

DK: .091

(.012)∗∗∗
DK: .047

(.012)∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001.

Interestingly, the results suggest no effects of the priming manipulation among both

Danish and US respondents. I also restricted the sample to only include participants

who passed an attention check in the survey. This is not by any means a perfect

solution, and importantly, the results are no longer experimental since I condition on

a non-experimental variable (the attention check). These non-experimental results are

presented in the second row of Table 8 and show significant correlations of warmth

among US respondents across all trust measures. For the Danish sample, results still
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suggest that bureaucrats’ warmth plays no role in trust evaluations. Overall, this

is rather surprising given the vast amount of evidence from social psychology which

strongly suggests that warmth is very important for perceptions of other individuals.

One reason for why I do not observe any effects among Danish citizens might be due

to ceiling effects as Danish citizens initially have high levels of trust in government.1

However, as I discuss in more detail in Paper A, another explanation for such lack

of expected effects might be due to the design where I prime respondents to recall

real-world interactions. While this design heightens the ecological validity, it is a less

controlled experimental setup (importantly, I still had control over the randomization).

That is, I had less control of the independent variable in the sense that it is harder to

control what citizens in fact thought about during the priming exercise. In addition,

there is a controversy in social psychology about the reliability of priming effects due

to failure to replicate particular priming effects (Molden 2014; Payne, Brown-Iannuzzi,

and Loersch 2016; Sherman and Rivers 2021).

While these findings using only attentive respondents point in the expected direction

(at least for the US respondents), the internal validity is challenged. Thus, I also con-

ducted two additional survey experiments, which manipulated bureaucrats’ warmth in

a more controlled setup in written vignettes about the public organization the United

States Postal Service (Paper A) and access to public elderly care (Paper B), respec-

tively. In the latter case, I specifically show that citizens who interact with a public

employee regarding getting access to elderly care change both their trust in bureaucrats

and their broader trust in the municipality significantly according to whether the public

employee was perceived as a warm person or not. In combination with the results from

Paper A, this in general suggests that warmth influences citizen trust across different

areas of the public sector and a range of governmental institutions. Interestingly, when

using a more controlled experimental set-up, warmth also has a substantial and signifi-

cant effect on citizen trust among Danish citizens (cf. the findings from Paper B shown

in the bottom row of Table 8).

Wider-ranging effects of bureaucrats’ warmth on citizens’ trust. As expected,

the warmth treatments have the largest effects on trust in bureaucrats. For instance,

the experimental results from the vignette experiments show that trust in bureaucrats

increases with 5.2-9.1 percentage points as an effect of the warmth treatments (see

1. For instance, in the latest Eurobarometer Survey, Denmark has a substantially higher
level of trust in national parliament compared to the mean of other members of the European
Union (65% tend to trust Danish national parliament, while it is 36% for the rest of EU’s
member states taken together) (Eurobarometer 2021).
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Table 8). However, an interesting finding concerning street-level performance is that

warmth among bureaucrats appears to influence overall trust in government and not

only trust in the bureaucrat with whom citizens interact or bureaucrats in general. This

is evident in both Paper A and Paper B. This suggests that citizens get an informed

picture of how government is functioning through their perceptions of street-level per-

formance in citizen-state interactions, which they subsequently use to evaluate broader

trust in government. In particular, I find that street-level performance affects trust in

administrative (e.g., the public administration) and political institutions (e.g., national

parliament) of government in Paper A and general trust in the municipality in Paper

B. Even though the effect sizes are smaller for the more general trust measures, the ef-

fects are still substantially interesting given the low intensity of the survey experimental

treatments.

Another way to illustrate the wider-ranging effects of street-level performance on

citizens’ trust is to examine whether bureaucrats’ warmth influences citizens’ tendency

to be willing to file a complaint against the municipality for a given decision. Until now,

and for the most part of this dissertation, I have emphasized trust attitudes. Filing

a complaint can be seen as a more drastic measure since it involves actual behavior

(which requires some effort and probably overcoming administrative burdens). Thus,

it says something about whether trust has consequences for citizen behavior. In that

respect, I find that willingness to file a complaint against the municipality with regard

to a decision about getting access to public elderly care is correlated with citizens’ trust

in bureaucrats and the municipality (r = .41). Further, when bureaucrats show high

warmth in interactions with citizens, individuals are significantly less inclined to file a

complaint against the municipality (see Table 9).2 This corresponds to an effect size of

.15 standard deviations on the dependent variable.

In addition, outcomes also matter in this case as citizens are significantly less inclined

to complain when they receive a favorable decision compared to receiving an unfavorable

decision (see Table 9). However, these results might underestimate the effect of warmth

since we would expect that warm behavior should primarily decrease the willingness

to complain when outcomes are unfavorable to individual citizens. In other words, if

outcomes are favorable in the first place, citizens have very little encouragement to com-

plain, and thus, warmth should not change the willingness to complain. Looking only

at respondents who received unfavorable outcomes, warmth has a marginally significant

effect on the willingness to complain in the expected direction (p = .087), while warmth

2. This analysis was not a part of Paper B since it was not a part of the pre-registered
hypotheses. In this way, the analysis can be interpreted as exploratory.
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Table 9. Impact of experimental treatments on tendency to file a complaint against

the municipality

Model 1 Model 2

Outcome favorability (OF) -.21 (.017)∗∗∗ -.20 (.024)∗∗∗

Warmth -.05 (.017)∗∗ -.041 (.023)+

Warmth * OF -.014 (.034)

Constant .73 (.014)∗∗∗ .73 (.016)∗∗∗

Number of obs. 1,384 1,384

Adjusted R2 .10 .10

Note: The dependent variable (willingness to file a complaint against the
municipality regarding the decision) is measured on a 0-1 scale. The out-
come favorability and warmth treatments are the same as used in Paper

B.
+p<0.1; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001.

makes citizens significantly less inclined to complain when outcomes are favorable (p =

.023). Thus, it appears that warmth mainly has an effect on the tendency to complain

about a decision because warmth makes citizens who encountered a favorable outcome

even more positive about the decision. However, the insignificant interaction term be-

tween the two experimental manipulations in Model 2 of Table 9 shows that warmth

does not play a significantly larger role when outcomes are unfavorable compared to

when they are favorable.

The influence of competence on citizens’ trust. Concerning competence, the

upper panel of Figure 4 shows that when US citizens were primed to recall an interaction

with a competent public employee, they have significantly more trust in civil servants

and broader administrative institutions compared to participants who were primed to

recall an interaction with an incompetent bureaucrat. The experimental manipulation

of competence, on the other hand, has no effects on trust in political institutions or trust

in government in Washington. As was the case with warmth, the results are insignificant

for Danish respondents across all trust measures. However, when only using respondents

who passed an attention check (see the gray dots in Figure 4), the results indicate that

competence significantly influences citizens’ trust in government - also across country

contexts. These results are not experimental and should be interpreted carefully, but

the pattern of results is further supported by the findings from the more controlled

experimental setup in Study 2 of Paper A, where the competence manipulation has a

significant impact on trust in civil servants and administrative institutions (see Figure
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5).

Figure 4. Marginal effects of competence: Priming experiment (Paper A)

Notes: Reprint from Paper A (Study 1). Dots are unstandardized OLS estimates and spikes
are the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5. Marginal effects of competence among US respondents: Vignette

experiment (Paper A)
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Notes: Reprint from Paper A (Study 2). Dots are unstandardized OLS estimates and spikes
are the associated 95% confidence intervals.

In sum, the dissertation’s results suggest that how street-level bureaucrats perform in

citizen-state interactions - in terms of warmth and competence - has important effects

not only for citizens’ trust judgments of governmental institutions but also in relation to

further behavioral measures regarding the willingness to complain about governmental

decisions. Yet, it is important to note that the results further indicate different effects

across cultural contexts.

4.1.2 Does warmth moderate the impact of outcome favora-

bility on citizens’ trust?

In this dissertation, I expect warmth to be context-specific in the sense that positive

impressions of bureaucrats’ warmth might be more important in cases where bureau-

crats provide citizens with an unfavorable outcome compared to situations where the

outcome is favorable to the individual. As pointed out in the introduction, outcomes
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has been heavily emphasized in current studies on trust in government. However, the

negative influence of unfavorable outcomes on citizens’ trust in government might be

reduced when bureaucrats perform well on the warmth dimension.

I test this claim in Paper B and the overall results are presented in Figure 6 below.

First, the results suggest that receiving a favorable decision increases citizens’ trust in

both the specific bureaucrat they interacted with as well as their trust in the munici-

pality (compared to getting an unfavorable decision). The effect sizes are, on average,

about 18 percentage points more trust in both the bureaucrat and the municipality.

Second, Figure 6 reveals that this difference in trust due to outcome favorability is not

moderated by warmth, which is against the expectations. For instance, in Panel A of

Figure 6, we can see that the difference between the unfavorable and favorable out-

come conditions in cases of low warmth is not significantly different from the difference

between unfavorable and favorable outcome conditions when bureaucrats’ warmth is

high. Interestingly, however, the lack of a significant interaction effect also indicates

that warm behavior matters for citizens’ trust in government independently of outcome

favorability.

To sum up, the dissertation finds that warm bureaucratic behavior and outcome

favorability do not strengthen or weaken each other’s effects. This means, in particular,

that warmth has a strong direct influence on citizens’ trust in governmental institutions,

but this effect is not found to be stronger when outcomes are unfavorable to citizens.
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Figure 6. Marginal effects of outcome favorability conditioned by bureaucrats’

warmth (Paper B)
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Notes: Reprint from Paper B. Effect of the outcome favorability manipulation on trust in
the bureaucrat (Panel A) and trust in the municipality (Panel B) conditional on the warmth
treatment. Bars are means and lines are 95% CIs. ∗∗∗p<0.001.

4.2 Key findings: The domain of politics

Besides contributing with an emphasis on the importance of street-level performance

for citizens’ trust in governmental institutions, I argue that it is necessary to look fur-

ther at the political decision-making process if we want to get a better understanding

of the performance-trust link. As argued in the theory section, citizens may not only be

concerned about whether the process has been fair (Tyler 1990) but also more generally

whether the political decision-making process indicates that politicians are progressing

towards a decision. My main expectation is that if politicians keep discussing without

any sign of an end product, citizens will lower their trust. On the other hand, I expect

to see an increase in trust levels if politicians actively work towards a final decision. If

this is the case, we should expect that citizens react strongly to events in the political
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decision-making process, which either indicates significant progress or lack of progress

towards a decision. This overall hypothesis is tested in Paper C.

The paper finds mixed evidence for the hypothesis as citizens strongly react neg-

atively to events that indicate lack of progress towards a decision, while events that

reflect substantial progress are not followed by a strong positive reaction in terms of

trust in government. The empirical case of Paper C is the political negotiation process

on how to leave the European Union that British politicians were faced with in the af-

termath of the Brexit referendum on June 23, 2016, where a majority of British citizens

voted to “Leave” the European Union. In the paper, I used repeated cross-sections

of representative samples of British citizens (see Chapter 3 and Paper C for more de-

tails) to examine how levels of citizens’ trust changed from before to after events in

the negotiation process that either provided citizens with evidence of progress towards

a decision on Brexit or events which reflected lack of progress towards a final decision

concerning Brexit.

In the paper, I thoroughly argue that two political events after the Brexit referen-

dum are particularly relevant to study (Paper C includes an extensive timeline of events

following the Brexit referendum). First, the triggering of Article 50 by Prime Minister

Theresa May set an official date for leaving the European Union, and thus, this was

expected to be followed by a sharp increase in citizens’ trust in government. Second,

a big part of the negotiation process was marked by multiple votes against a proposed

Withdrawal Agreement in Parliament (also called “Meaningful Votes”). As this period

in the process heavily indicated that politicians could not agree on a deal, I expected

that it would be followed by a sharp decline in trust in government. With the data

over time and these events, it was possible to identify whether citizens changed their

trust according to how politicians performed in the political decision-making process. I

examined both how citizens changed their trust in Members of Parliament (MPs) and

their satisfaction with democracy to get an even broader measure of system support.

The overall results from this analysis (focusing on trust in MPs) are presented in

Figure 7. The top panel of the figure shows how the overall level of trust developed

over the whole time period analyzed (February 2014 to December 2019), while the lower

panel presents the difference in trust levels between waves. Moreover, the lower panel

of Figure 7 emphasizes the estimates that concern the two important events of the po-

litical decision-making process as well as two estimates that concern a referendum and

an election. The two last estimates are examples of other important events in this time

period and can be used as a sort of aspiration level or benchmark to which the effect

sizes of the two events in the decision-making process can be compared. Concerning
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the event of Article 50, the findings suggest that citizens’ trust in Members of Par-

liament increases significantly but not substantially more compared to other “normal”

fluctuations in trust. Thus, the formal triggering of Article 50, which reflects a pos-

itive event indicating progress towards a final outcome, did not substantially increase

citizens’ trust. This was against the expectations. However, when turning attention

to the event of Meaningful Votes, the results provide strong evidence for a significant

and substantial jump in citizens’ trust in government. In particular, trust in Mem-

bers of Parliament decreased with 19 percentage points from before to after this event.

Overall, the findings indicate that negative events - as indicated by lack of progress in

the decision-making process - in accordance with the expectations predict a decrease in

trust.
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Figure 7. Trend over time in trust in Members of Parliament (Paper C)
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Notes: Reprint from Paper C. The upper plot shows the trend in mean trust in Members
of Parliament across all BES-waves. The plot in the lower panel presents the difference in
means between waves with associated 95% confidence intervals. Results are from two-sided
t-tests. The difference between waves in which the expected important events happen are
highlighted. The vertical dotted lines indicate the timing of four different events: (1) the
Brexit referendum, (2) triggering Article 50, (3) the timing of the “Meaningful Votes,” and
(4) UK general election.

Even though the findings provide mixed support for the expectations, it might be

that certain citizens react more strongly to the events. As argued in the theory section,

progress towards a final outcome might benefit specific citizens, and to protect their

own interests and position, these citizens are expected to react more strongly in terms

of trust compared to citizens who do not have something at stake to the same extent.
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To test this theoretical expectation, I split the sample in Remain and Leave-voters

because Leave-voters are expected to react more strongly since they will benefit more

from the decision (i.e., leaving the European Union in the case of Paper C). Figures

8 and Figure 9 below visualize the results by showing both how the trend in trust in

Members of Parliament developed for the two groups of citizens (Figure 8) and the

specific difference in trends before and after events in the decision-making process (Fig-

ure 9). The lower panel also includes the difference-in-differences estimate concerning

the Brexit referendum itself and a United Kingdom general election since they enable

me to measure substantial effect sizes. From current studies, we know that winners of

elections develop significantly more positive attitudes towards government and democ-

racy compared to electoral losers, and these effects are of substantial size (Anderson

and LoTempio 2002; Blais and Gélineau 2007; Hansen, Klemmensen, and Serritzlew

2019). Therefore, these two electoral events are good frames of reference to measure

how substantial the effect sizes of the two other events are.

The results suggest that Remain and Leave-voters were divided in their response to

the two events in the decision-making process. For both events, Leave-voters responded

more strongly than Remain-voters in the sense that they adjusted their trust in gov-

ernment more in response to the events. Again, the effects are strongest concerning the

event of Meaningful Votes (DiD = -.07), while the substantial effect size with regard to

Article 50 (DiD = .031) is smaller. Importantly, however, both groups of voters lower

their trust in government after the Meaningful Vote event, but Leave-voters lower their

trust significantly more over the time period from before to after the event. In terms of

substantial significance, it is interesting that the absolute effect size of the Meaningful

Vote event is comparable to the effect size of the referendum itself. This result sug-

gests that this event was a strong predictor of citizens’ trust and more generally that

prominent negative events in the political decision-making process can be important

for citizens’ trust judgments.

In sum, the results from the domain of politics show that citizens care about perfor-

mance in the political decision-making process. However, the results appear to be most

consistent in cases where politicians do not perform in the decision-making process,

while citizens are less willing to adjust their trust when performance is good. While

this might indicate that citizens are impacted by a negativity bias, it might, on the other

hand - as I also discuss in Paper C - be because the event of negative performance in

this particular case is stronger than the event of positive performance. Moreover, it can

be discussed to what extent the prominent case of Brexit can be generalized to other

decision-making processes. I return to this discussion in both the individual paper and
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in the following Chapter 5.

Figure 8. Trend over time in trust in Members of Parliament for Leave -and Remain

voters (Paper C)
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Notes: Based on data from Paper C. The plot shows the trend in mean trust in Members of
Parliament across all BES-waves. The vertical dotted lines indicate the timing of four different
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Figure 9. Difference-in-differences estimates for four different event (Paper C)
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Chapter 5

Concluding discussion

For decades, there has been a scholarly interest in understanding and explaining citizens’

trust in government (e.g., Miller 1974; Citrin 1974; Levi and Stoker 2000; Van Ryzin

2011; Zmerli and Hooghe 2011; Zmerli and Van der Meer 2017; Kettl 2017; Citrin and

Stoker 2018). As described in the introduction, a central idea in this literature is that

citizens base their trust on evaluations of performance (e.g., Van Ryzin 2011; Zmerli and

Van der Meer 2017; Citrin and Stoker 2018). This line of research has contributed with

important insights into how select performance factors, such as macroeconomic perfor-

mance, are correlated with citizen trust (e.g., Van der Meer 2018). However, as further

argued throughout the dissertation, the view of performance has, until now, been rather

narrow. In particular, the performance of street-level bureaucrats in citizen-state inter-

actions and the political decision-making process have received little attention. With

this dissertation, I have contributed with important insights into the literature on the

proposed link between performance and citizen trust (Van de Walle and Bouckaert

2003; Yang and Holzer 2006) by answering the following overall research question: How

do citizen-state interactions and the political decision-making process influence citizens’

trust in governmental institutions?

I examine this question by combining theories from social psychology with insights

from public administration (Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2017). The dissertation contributes

with a comprehensive investigation of how citizens take the performance of both bu-

reaucrats (the domain of bureaucracy) and politicians (the domain of politics) into

account when they make trust judgments about government. The dissertation’s papers

consist of both large-N survey-experimental data and cross-sectional data over time.

Concerning the first part of the research question, the dissertation demonstrates that

citizens’ impressions of bureaucrats along the dimensions of warmth and competence

in citizen-state interactions influence subsequent trust judgments directed towards gov-
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ernmental institutions. The results indicate that citizens not only change their trust

in bureaucrats according to whether bureaucrats are perceived as warm and/or compe-

tent, but they also alter their trust in broader administrative and political institutions.

Thus, the dissertation’s results suggest that citizens’ overall trust in government can

be influenced by how citizens perceive the performance of concrete citizen-state inter-

actions. This shows how concrete citizen-state interactions - which might at first seem

relatively unimportant in the bigger picture - in fact can be crucial to trust attitudes

that are fundamentally important for democratic societies. Besides influencing trust

attitudes, street-level performance has further consequences for citizen behavior. The

dissertation provides evidence which shows that citizens are more inclined to complain

about governmental decisions when bureaucrats are perceived as cold rather than warm.

One explanation might be that warmth positively affects trust judgments, which sub-

sequently matters for the tendency to complain about a given decision. Even though I

cannot establish that this behavioral reaction is driven by trust, the findings are con-

sistent with the idea that trust attitudes - as argued throughout the trust literature -

have behavioral relevance.

Another contribution concerns the finding that street-level bureaucrats’ warmth has

an effect on citizen trust no matter the favorability of outcomes delivered to citizens.

However, against the expectations, bureaucrats’ warmth does not mitigate the negative

effect on trust in cases of unfavorable outcomes. Still, the findings are important since

they further establish the significance of warmth impressions for trust evaluations, and

they challenge the prominent view among scholars that politicians and bureaucrats sim-

ply should provide citizens with favorable outcomes to earn citizens’ trust. Specifically,

the results contribute to the growing literature which emphasizes that citizens also

weigh other dimensions than outcome favorability, such as procedural fairness, when

evaluating trust (e.g., Tyler 1990; Van Ryzin 2011; Bøggild 2016).

With regard to the second part of the research question, results show that citizens

are also affected by the performance of politicians in the decision-making process. Citi-

zens appear to change their trust in government depending on whether politicians work

towards a final decision on prominent political issues. That is, citizens tend to punish

government with lower levels of trust when they have the feeling that politicians do

not make progress towards a decision, but rather stand still and keep discussing an

issue without any sign of reaching an agreement. Moreover, the dissertation shows that

this tendency is most widespread among citizens who would benefit from politicians

reaching a final decision. Thus, also when looking at politicians’ performance, outcome

favorability plays a central role in forming trust judgments. This means that the disser-
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tation contributes to the literature by showing that politicians can earn citizens’ trust

by not only providing final outcomes that are favorable (e.g., Allen and Birch 2015) or

acting fair in the process (e.g., Tyler 1990) but also by showing that they actually work

towards making a decision on issues that are important to citizens - especially if they

have made a promise about the given political issue.

5.1 Methodological caveats and ideas for solutions

This dissertation gives valuable insights relevant to literature on the performance-trust

link. However, it should be considered that the choices made throughout the disserta-

tion entail important methodological limitations. In the following, I discuss the most

important limitations and propose how future research can handle these challenges.

First, although all the dissertation’s studies were designed to ensure high internal

validity, the Brexit paper in particular (Paper C) hinges upon untestable identifying

assumptions (e.g., parallel trends assumption). Therefore, one might question the in-

ternal validity of the findings from the domain of politics. As argued in Chapter 3,

the design and difference-in-differences model in the Brexit paper were useful in test-

ing the expectations in a real-world setting, thus accommodating concerns about the

ecological validity. However, this choice did not come without a cost. As I discuss

more in the paper, although I address these concerns through tests of potential viola-

tions to the identifying assumption, I acknowledge that it limits the paper’s ability to

say something certain about cause and effect. Hence, I encourage scholars to carefully

design experiments that can take issues concerning internal validity into account. For

instance, scholars could design survey-experiments in which citizens are presented with

vignettes describing a political decision-making process where it varies to what extent

politicians can agree on a final decision. It might even be a conjoint setup (Hainmueller,

Hangartner, and Yamamoto 2015; Hainmueller and Hopkins 2015) where it is possible

to vary and experimentally test several parameters at once (e.g., vary the political is-

sues, length of discussion, or whether it is a specific political party or political parties

in the national parliament in general that cannot decide). While the findings from this

dissertation suggest that real-world performance in a political decision-making process

predicts citizens’ trust, randomized controlled experiments could further confirm the

causality and – in combination with the findings of this dissertation - provide really

strong evidence in line with my expectations.

Second, the survey-experimental designs used to investigate the influence of street-

level performance in the domain of bureaucracy maximized the internal validity through
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randomization. While this design choice ensures the internal validity, this part of the

dissertation has limitations in terms of ecological validity (Blom-Hansen, Morton, and

Serritzlew 2015). In Chapter 3, I mentioned some of the steps taken to address this

limitation (e.g., designing the experiments such that respondents received experimental

material to which they could relate). Still, the experimental manipulations are fictional,

and the environment (a survey) is simpler and more artificial compared to a real-world

setting. One way to further emphasize the ecological validity is to choose other research

designs. For instance, scholars could, in future studies, test the dissertation’s expec-

tations through qualitative interviews with citizens about their real interactions with

the state and how these interactions influence their views on government. This would

also help in identifying more clearly the theoretical mechanism connecting perceptions

of warmth and competence to broader trust in governmental institutions.

A central theme of this dissertation has been to identify the influence of citizen-

state interactions on citizens’ trust through randomized vignette experiments, where

individuals had to imagine an interaction with a bureaucrat. A concern might be that

this is not an actual encounter/interaction. Generally, I would expect effects to be

larger in real-world settings because the interaction has real implications, and that

warmth/competence are felt more directly in actual encounters. However, a next step

for future studies could be to use other manipulations of the interaction and bureau-

crats’ warmth and competence. For instance, scholars could present respondents with

validated pictures of warm (cold) bureaucrats or videos of actors hired to play warm

(cold) bureaucrats. Such studies could, for instance, be done in a laboratory exper-

imental setup (Nielsen 2016). This would get us closer to manipulating real-world

interactions with bureaucrats.

Another way to address the above concerns about ecological and external validity

could be to design field experiments. It could, for instance, be interesting to make a

collaboration with municipalities or local government institutions and try to manipulate

bureaucrats’ warmth by randomly assigning bureaucrats to either a treatment group,

which receives knowledge about the positive effects of warmth and thus, encourage them

to behave in a warmer manner, or a control group who receives no such information.

Afterwards, one could survey citizens who had interacted with bureaucrats about their

trust attitudes. This would be a way to test whether warmth has effects on citizen trust

in a more naturalistic setting.

Third, questions remain about the external validity of the dissertation’s findings. The

results are based on a diverse set of data from different countries (Denmark, the United

States, and the United Kingdom). In Paper A, I directly address the cross-cultural
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generalizability of the main expectations about the effects of street-level performance

as I conducted the same experiment in both Denmark and the United States.1 More-

over, Papers A and B in combination test whether the effect of bureaucrats’ warmth

on citizen trust generalize across countries, i.e., Denmark and the United States. These

two countries were chosen because they represent differences in political, institutional,

and cultural settings as well as differences in initial level of trust in government. Den-

mark may constitute a conservative case because the high level of initial trust and

high expectations to government leave little room and make it harder for performance

to further increase citizen trust. Overall, the results regarding bureaucrats’ warmth

generalize across countries, even though some of the findings from Paper A point to

Danish citizens not responding as strongly to street-level performance as US citizens.

This shows that future research could contribute by conducting studies across countries

to more fully understand the cross-cultural generalizability. This could also include

cross-cultural tests of the boundary effects of street-level performance (e.g., interaction

effects between outcome favorability and bureaucrats’ warmth). Furthermore, since the

arguments concerning the domain of politics were tested only among British citizens,

it would be valuable for future research to address the generalizability to other country

contexts. Again, it could be the case that citizens with higher initial levels of trust

in government (e.g., in Denmark) would not react as strongly to negative events in

the political decision-making process. In sum, since all the dissertation’s studies are

conducted in Western countries, we fundamentally lack knowledge about whether the

findings are externally valid outside WEIRD-countries (Western, educated, industri-

alized, rich, and democratic) (Henrich, Heine, and Norenzayan 2010). This has been

outside the scope of this dissertation, but it would be an important next step for future

research.

A related limitation is that the dissertation has investigated the research question on

a few select cases: two functional categories of the public sector (i.e., elderly care and

the postal service) in the domain of bureaucracy and one political issue (Brexit) in the

domain of politics. While both public sector areas can be considered service-oriented,

they differ because elderly care, all else being equal, is more salient to citizens and con-

stitutes a core welfare service. This suggests that the identified effects are generalizable

to service areas of the public sector. However, the results might be different in other

settings, such as regulation-oriented organizations. For example, de Boer (2020) shows

that citizens make this distinction and regulation-oriented bureaucrats are considered

less warm and competent than bureaucrats working in service-oriented organizations.

1. In Study 1 of Paper A, the same experiment was conducted across countries.
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Thus, we should be careful about generalizing the results to all areas of the public sec-

tor. Concerning the domain of politics, Brexit constitutes a very prominent case where

a lot was at stake for citizens. Therefore, some caution is needed in terms of whether

we would identify the same results with a less salient political issue. Furthermore, we

cannot take for granted that citizens react in the same way to how politicians perform

in the decision-making process at the local level. Citizens might feel more attached

to local politics because local politicians deal with problems more relevant to citizens

and such issues affect citizens more directly. Moreover, people generally have more

trust in local government (e.g., Fitzgerald and Wolak 2016). This may imply that we

should find even larger effects of political performance at the local level. However, this

is speculation that should be taken up in future research.

A fourth limitation concerns that I am only able to examine short-term effects of

government performance on citizen trust. One possibility to address this limitation

would be to conduct follow-up surveys or in other ways make temporal space between

the measures of performance and trust. This would allow such future studies to test

whether performance has a persistent effect on trust in the long-term or whether trust

levels quickly return to the level from before a given change in performance.

Fifth, the survey-experimental studies in particular are limited by the intensity of

treatments and the subsequent small effect sizes. For instance, the effect of the warmth

manipulation on trust in the municipality reflects a rather small effect size of .19 in

Paper B (for trust in the bureaucrat, the effect size is .36). Similar effect sizes are also

present in Paper A. While this could make one concerned about the substantial signifi-

cance of the findings, I argue that there is reason to believe that the identified effects are

substantially interesting. Mainly, the treatments have consisted of cues about bureau-

crats’ warmth and competence, and the setting is artificial with a vignette describing

a fictitious scenario. Therefore, the treatment intensity is low. We should expect the

effect size to increase substantially in actual encounters with bureaucrats where a lot

more is at stake for citizens. Again, field experiments could be conducted in future

research to test whether the potential effect sizes are, in fact, larger in a real-world

setting.

Finally, while this dissertation has provided insights about citizens’ trust evaluations,

we know less about how such trust attitudes affect decision-making and behavioral re-

sponses. Indeed, the argument for why it is important and interesting to study citizen

trust is that the level of trust has implications for citizen behavior. As described in

the introduction, the level of citizen trust, for instance, has implications for whether

citizens follow government regulations (Marien and Hooghe 2011). Generally, this ques-
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tion has been outside the scope of this dissertation, but I have shown that street-level

performance influences the willingness to complain about governmental decisions. Fu-

ture research could contribute by carrying out a more comprehensive test of the link

between performance, trust, and behavioral outcomes. For instance, it could be inter-

esting to examine whether citizen trust influences voice or exit behavior (Hirschman

1970; Dowding et al. 2000; Dowding and John 2008) such as choosing private rather

than public providers of service.

5.2 What’s next? Implications and further direc-

tions for future research

Besides highlighting the main contributions of the dissertation and the methodological

caveats, an important question is the practical implications of the dissertation’s findings.

These implications provide further directions for future research as they point to many

important research questions related to this dissertation’s overall research question. In

this section, I propose and discuss such implications. In addition, I will discuss select

research questions - unrelated to the methodological limitations presented above - which

I hope that future research will investigate. The perspectives discussed in the remainder

of this chapter are just a few out of the many that could possibly have been discussed

in relation to the dissertation’s findings and research question. First, the section will

discuss the practical implications of the results for the public sector, public managers,

and politicians. The second part concerns a discussion of the theoretical implications

of the overall findings on the performance-trust link. In both subsections, I discuss how

the implications lay the groundwork for important future research.

Implications for bureaucracy and politics

First, the results demonstrated that warmth impressions of bureaucrats influence citi-

zens’ trust judgments. These results give rise to questions about whether public man-

agers should use information about their employees’ warmth in their decision making.

At first, the implication is that public managers should use data or information about

the level of warmth among employees in motivation and hiring processes. However, this

depends to some degree on whether warmth is a stable personality/character trait or a

value that public managers are able to change.

No matter what, the suggestion based on the findings would be that public managers

use warmth as a part of their decision making in the hiring process of new bureaucrats.
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Even though warmth is only partly visible to public managers in job interviews (com-

pared to e.g., education level), this could be used to choose bureaucrats who increase

citizens’ trust through their behavior and subsequently pave the way for more efficient

public service delivery (e.g., Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004; Van de Walle and Bouckaert

2007; Cooper, Knotts, and Brennan 2008). The implication is more complex regarding

motivation of bureaucrats. If public managers are to motivate bureaucrats who are al-

ready employed to act in a warmer and friendlier way, it would require that warmth is

changeable. In their seminal work, Fiske and colleagues write: “the warmth dimension

captures traits that are related to perceived intent, including friendliness, helpfulness...”

(Fiske, Cuddy, and Glick 2007, 77, emphasis added). This means that the warmth di-

mension theoretically builds on traits. Even though warmth is probably only partly

mutable and individuals have different initial levels of warmth, it could be interest-

ing for future research to examine whether public employees’ level of warmth could be

changed, for example, through public value management (Andersen et al. 2020; Moore

1995, 2013) where public managers spread and embed central values in their organiza-

tion. One could at least imagine (speculatively) that such management over time could

create positive changes in bureaucrats’ warmth. Even small changes in the warmth of

bureaucrats might be enough to generate more positive trust judgments among citizens.

A related point is that citizens often have repeated interactions with the same bu-

reaucrat, and in such cases, citizens might rely heavily on their first impression of

bureaucrats’ warmth (Willis and Todorov 2006). Previous studies in social psychol-

ogy have demonstrated that evaluations are made very fast and spontaneously on, for

instance, trustworthiness (e.g., Engell, Haxby, and Todorov 2007; Todorov, Pakrashi,

and Oosterhof 2009). While implicit first impressions generally are hard to change,

it is possible to update them with new information that is believable, diagnostic, or

makes you reinterpret the original information (Ferguson et al. 2019; Cone, Mann, and

Ferguson 2017; Cone, Flaharty, and Ferguson 2021). Moreover, there might be some

basic stability in citizens’ perceptions of bureaucrats’ warmth, which makes it harder to

change such perceptions. For instance, it might be harder to change perceptions among

citizens with low initial trust in government because it colors their fundamental view of

government and bureaucrats. I encourage scholars to investigate the conditions under

which it is possible to update citizens’ first impressions of bureaucrats’ warmth.

Another related implication of the dissertation’s results is that public organizations

should design measures on their employees’ warmth rather than simply on efficiency,

outputs, and outcomes, which have otherwise been the main priority in performance

management doctrines (e.g., Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004). For instance, the results im-
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ply that warmth should be used in satisfaction surveys as it might make satisfaction

results a more promising performance measure (Stipak 1979; James 2009; Andersen

and Hjortskov 2016). In addition, a design suggestion for future research would be to

examine whether information about public employees’ warmth can be used actively by

public managers. One could imagine future studies scrutinizing experimentally whether

indicators of warmth are perceived as valid and legitimate by bureaucrats and public

managers, or to what extent they influence decision making in public organizations. It

would also be valuable to know whether warmth can be used to change citizens’ per-

ceptions of overall performance because warmth might reflect a value that citizens want

public organizations to produce (Moore 2013). It would be obvious to present such

information more qualitatively or in episodic frames rather than hard/quantitative per-

formance indicators. Prior work shows that individuals generally react more strongly

emotionally to episodic frames (Aarøe 2011), but we know little about whether public

managers respond to such information (Olsen 2017).

The final point that I will discuss concerning implications and future research related

to the domain of bureaucracy is whether citizens in fact have a stereotypical notion of

bureaucrats on warmth and competence. In this dissertation, I have demonstrated

that variation in warmth and competence among bureaucrats significantly influences

citizens’ trust in government. However, future research could take a step back and

examine whether citizens initially have certain perceptions of bureaucrats (see e.g., de

Boer 2020) to map stereotypes in the public sector and citizen-state interactions. This

is important to more fully understand the mindset with which citizens go into meetings

with bureaucrats and to contribute to the general literature on stereotyping and dis-

crimination (e.g., Raaphorst, Groeneveld, and Van de Walle 2018; Jilke and Tummers

2018; Pedersen, Stritch, and Thuesen 2018; Andersen and Guul 2019). For instance,

it could be interesting to investigate whether citizens perceive public employees more

negatively on warmth and competence compared to private employees (Hvidman and

Andersen 2016). Furthermore, there might be differences in citizens’ stereotypes of

public employees across public sector areas. For instance, nurses might be perceived as

warmer than employees at the DMV. This would be interesting to examine because it

has practical implications. That is, working towards creating higher levels of warmth

among employees has a bigger potential to make a difference in service areas where ini-

tial warmth is low. If researchers want to follow this research agenda further, it would

also be interesting to map and examine public employees’ stereotypes about citizens

and even compare citizen and bureaucrat stereotypes.

In this case, it would be valuable to utilize the method of reverse correlation from
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social psychology, which enables researchers to study citizens’ mental representations of

public employees based on judgments of randomly varying stimuli (Brinkman, Todorov,

and Dotsch 2017; Dotsch and Todorov 2012; Dotsch et al. 2008). This method is useful

as it handles concerns with social desirability bias by studying stereotypes in a much

more subtle way. For instance, it would be possible to visually depict whether citizens

have stereotypes about bureaucrats being warm, competent, or trustworthy.

Concerning the domain of politics, one might question whether the results imply

that politicians should discuss important political issues less. Even though events in

the decision-making process which reflect that politicians cannot agree on a decision

are followed by a decline in trust, the immediate suggestion would not be for politicians

to simply discuss important political issues to a lesser extent. Politicians are, after all,

elected by citizens to represent them and take certain political positions. It is their job

to defend and handle the interests of their voters. This means that attitudes play a

central role for politicians, and we expect them to be passionate and concerned about

fighting for such (ideological) attitudes. For instance, we would expect politicians to

fight for getting Brexit done if this were a political viewpoint upon which they were

elected or have otherwise promised to work for. On the other hand, we as citizens

also expect politicians to work towards consensus and common policy interests that are

beneficial for society at large (Weinberg 2020). Thus, we may have to live with the

fact that long political debates can lower the level of trust in government because such

political discussions are part of a healthy democratic society.

However, important questions related to this discussion remain unanswered. First,

it would be interesting to study if performance in the political decision-making process

has consequences for behavioral measures such as electoral behavior. Second, future

research should provide insights into the relative effect of process versus outcomes. Is

the political decision-making process trivial if outcomes in the end turn out in favor of

the individual citizen? The results of this dissertation preliminarily suggest that trust

rather quickly returns to previous levels. Thus, the question becomes whether the effect

of performance in the political decision-making process is short-lived or whether it has

long-term implications for politicians.

Implications for the performance-trust link

Overall, the findings have important implications for democracy. Previous work has em-

phasized that the causal link between performance and trust might not be as straight-

forward as one would initially assume (Van de Walle and Bouckaert 2003; Yang and

Holzer 2006). This is, for instance, due to citizens having different expectations for
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government (Huseby 2000; Van Ryzin 2013), there being a discrepancy between perfor-

mance and perceptions of performance (Stipak 1979), or trust influencing performance

(Van de Walle and Bouckaert 2007). These studies point to that the link between per-

formance and trust is not as strong as one would initially expect. This more complex

link between performance and trust have implications for democratic accountability

and good governance since citizens should be critical and keep government accountable

based on measures of performance (Zmerli and Van der Meer 2017; Norris, Jennings,

and Stoker 2019; Devine et al. 2020a) However, the findings of this dissertation pro-

vide evidence that citizens do, in fact, react to the performance of both bureaucrats

and politicians according to the assumptions about democratic accountability and the

chain of delegation (as mentioned in the Introduction). On the other hand, the findings

also demonstrate that trust is not only a thermostatic response to changes in perfor-

mance but also to some extent at least is an affective response to whether outcomes

are favorable or not to the individual. Favorable outcomes do not necessarily equal

good government performance. This illustrates that trust is influenced by other factors

than performance, and thus, there are boundaries for how much government and the

public sector can change citizens’ trust. Yet, even though the strongest direct effects in

the dissertation originate from manipulations of outcome favorability, the findings still

show that government performance plays an important role in building trust (e.g., that

warmth has a significant direct effect on trust independent of outcome favorability). In

sum, the findings of this dissertation show that it is important to keep studying and ex-

tend our understanding of how the performance of governmental institutions influences

citizens’ trust judgments.

Concerning the dissertation’s overall model, I encourage scholars to develop and

extend the model by, for example, examining the reverse causal relationship going from

trust in government to (perceptions of) government performance, or by uncovering the

extent to which bureaucrats and politicians have trust in citizens in order to more

fully understand the different trust relationships, all of which are important to the

functioning and legitimacy of a democracy. It could, for example, be the case that

bureaucrats’ impressions of citizens’ warmth and competence matter for bureaucrats’

trust in citizens. Mutual trust between citizens and governmental actors is significant

for good democratic governance (Yang 2005).
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English summary

In recent years, surveys have shown how trust in government has been declining in many

Western democracies. This is important knowledge since democratic legitimacy builds

upon citizens’ trust, and trust is crucial for the success of public policies and public

service delivery. A vast amount of research has provided valuable insights into core

explanations of citizens’ trust in government. One of the most prominent explanations

for changes in citizens’ trust is government performance. However, this dissertation

argues that the existing literature is likely to underestimate the impact of government

performance on citizens’ trust due to a narrow understanding of what constitutes per-

formance.

While the performance-trust link is recognized in the literature by examining aggre-

gated accounts of performance such as the influence of macroeconomic performance on

citizens’ trust, considerably less attention has been devoted to other understandings of

the performance-trust link. This PhD dissertation sheds light on this issue by examining

the influence of two important aspects of performance: (1) the performance of street-

level bureaucrats in citizen-state interactions and (2) the performance of politicians in

the political decision-making process.

Concerning the performance of street-level bureaucrats, the dissertation draws on

insights from social psychology to argue that citizens assess the bureaucrats they en-

counter on the dimensions of warmth and competence, which subsequently influence

trust evaluations of governmental institutions in general. Regarding the performance of

politicians, I examine the extent to which citizens change their trust when politicians

do not fulfill political promises. Citizens are expected to punish politicians with lower

levels of trust if they feel that politicians do not make progress in the decision-making

process and do not focus in their work towards a final decision on issues where they have

made a political promise. Thus, I examine the effect of events in the political decision-

making process which indicate that politicians do not make such progress. Specifically,

this dissertation examines how British citizens changed their level of trust due to events

in the political decision-making process which indicated that British politicians did not
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get any closer to fulfilling the political promise of Brexit (i.e., the promise of leaving

the European Union).

To test these hypotheses, this dissertation uses multiple large-scale survey experi-

ments involving citizens from different cultural contexts as well as advanced quantita-

tive designs based on observational survey data over time (e.g., difference-in-differences

design).

Survey experimental findings show that street-level bureaucrats through warm and

competent behavior can positively influence citizens’ trust in government. Specifically,

when citizens encounter street-level bureaucrats who they consider high on warmth

and/or competence, their levels of trust in both bureaucrats and broader administrative

and political institutions of government increase. However, contrary to the theoretical

expectations, the negative effect of receiving unfavorable outcomes on citizens’ trust was

not mitigated by bureaucrats’ display of warmth. Finally, the dissertation demonstrates

that citizens respond with less trust when events in the political decision-making process

indicate that politicians do not make progress towards reaching an agreement on issues

where they have made a political promise. The dissertation comprises three independent

papers suggesting new ways to further investigate the performance-trust link.
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Dansk resumé

Nyere undersøgelser viser, at tilliden til offentlige institutioner og myndigheder er dal-

ende i mange vestlige demokratier. Denne viden er vigtig, da demokratisk legitimitet

bygger p̊a tillid hos befolkningen, og er afgørende for succesfulde offentlige politikker

og god offentlig service. Studier har gentagende gange leveret værdifuld viden om de

vigtigste forklaringer p̊a, hvorn̊ar en befolkning har høj tillid til offentlige institutioner.

En af de vigtigste forklaringer skal findes i de offentlige institutioners præstationer (gov-

ernment performance). Denne afhandling argumenterer for, at den eksisterende litter-

atur formentlig underestimerer den indflydelse, som performance har p̊a befolkningens

tillid til offentlige institutioner, fordi man hidtil har haft en snæver forst̊aelse af, hvad

performance best̊ar af.

Mens performance-trust linket er anerkendt i litteraturen ved at undersøge effekten

af overordnede performance faktorer p̊a tillid, s̊asom makroøkonomisk performance, ved

vi stadig meget lidt om andre forst̊aelser af dette link. Denne afhandling sætter derfor

fokus p̊a to afgørende aspekter: (1) effekten af frontlinjemedarbejderes performance i

interaktioner med borgeren og (2) effekten af politikeres performance i den politiske

beslutningsproces.

Med hensyn til frontlinjemedarbejdernes performance trækker afhandlingen p̊a ind-

sigter fra socialpsykologien. Disse indsigter bruges til at argumentere for, at borg-

erne vurderer mødet med offentligt ansatte p̊a to parametre - varme og kompetence.

Disse vurderinger forventes at smitte af p̊a den generelle tillid til offentlige institu-

tioner. Vedrørende politikernes performance undersøger jeg, hvorvidt borgernes tillid

ændrer sig, n̊ar politikerne ikke leverer p̊a politiske løfter. Borgerne forventes at straffe

politikerne med lavere tillid, hvis de har en følelse af, at der ikke sker fremskridt i

beslutningsprocessen og politikerne ikke arbejder m̊alrettet henimod at træffe en en-

delig afgørelse p̊a emner, hvor de har givet et politisk løfte. Derfor undersøger jeg

effekten af begivenheder i den politiske beslutningsproces, der indikerer, at politikerne

ikke gør s̊adanne fremskridt. Specifikt undersøger jeg i afhandlingen, hvordan britiske

borgeres tillid ændrede sig som et resultat af begivenheder i beslutningsprocessen, der
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indikerede, at britiske politikere ikke kom tættere p̊a at indfri løftet om at forlade EU.

For at undersøge disse forventninger gør afhandlingen brug af flere omfattende

spørgeskemaeksperimenter blandt borgere fra lande med forskellige politiske og kul-

turelle sammensætninger samt avancerede kvantitative designs baseret p̊a spørgeskemadata

over tid (s̊asom difference-in-differences design).

Eksperimentelle undersøgelser viser, at frontlinjemedarbejdere gennem varm og kom-

petent adfærd kan have en positiv indvirkning p̊a befolkningens generelle tillid til of-

fentlige institutioner. N̊ar borgerne møder varme og/eller kompetente frontlinjemedar-

bejdere, øges deres tillid til b̊ade den specifikke medarbejder samt til administrative og

politiske institutioner i bredere forstand. I modsætning til det man kunne forvente, kan

en varm adfærd dog ikke mindske den negative effekt af ugunstige beslutninger truffet af

frontlinjemedarbejdere. Endelig viser afhandlingen, at borgerne udviser mindre tillid,

n̊ar begivenheder i den politiske beslutningsproces indikerer manglende fremskridt i

forhold til at n̊a til enighed p̊a emner, og hvor de har givet et politisk løfte. Afhandlin-

gen best̊ar samlet af tre selvstændige artikler, der leverer et bud p̊a nye måder, hvorp̊a

performance-trust linket kan yderligere undersøges.
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